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FOREt~nRD 

It is always hoped that a new and innovative project will be successful. 

It is not only by the success of the project itself that the benefits of 

its development can be measured, however. There is inherent in the process 

of seek~ng a solution, examinin~ a number of possible alternatives, develop

ing a plan, and Qr9anizing the manpower to put the plan into operation, a 

remarkable side-effect. Being a part of an onJanization which is willina 

to branch out into new areas and to nick up on new ideas, has a psycholo~ical 

effect on the individuals who are a part of that organization. These extra 

benefits to be obtained from experimentation have been documented in a num-

ber of studies beginnin9 '1ith the Hawthorne experiment carried out with 

employees of the Westinghouse Corooration. The mere fact that an experiment 

was being conducted and employees were involved had beneficial side-effects 

incl uding greater producti vit.v and enhanced job sat; sfacti on. If the project 

is successful as well, that is an added bonus; but there is much benefit to 

be derived simply from the process of its development. !'!e have found this 

invafiably to be true in talking with the people involved with the innovative 

projects presented at each Innovations Conference, be~inninp in 1979. There 

is a desirable spill-over effect regardless of the relative success of the 

project; either in the attitude it fosters among the people involved, or in 

an unexpected return from the oroject itself. 

The College of Criminal Justice is pleased to sponsor this third conference 

on Innovations in South Carolina Law Enforcement, along with the Division 

of Public Safety Programs of the Office of the Governor. It is the purpose 

of the College, not only to develop hi0hly competent professional people 

to play an effective role in the criminal, justice system, but to orovide 

support and assistance to agencies seeking to develop new proarams through 
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its Office of Agency Research and Service. 

HhiJe"!!f; cotl~ratulate the winners in this year's competition, we know 

that law enforcement agencies \>/hich are innovative in their approach to 

solvin~ the problems they face today aY'e'real1.v all \t;inner.s. In trYinfl:.ne\1J 

ideas, they indicate a willin~mess to meet the challenges faced by all law 

enforcement agencies in a time when budgets ar~ not only limited, but 

frequently bein9 reduced. They are meeting this challenge with innovative 

projects which reflect not only their crea,tivity, but their dedication to 

the future of this state. 

Pat Hatson 
October, 1981 
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ABOUT THE PROJECTS 

In addition to the six projects which were chosen for presentation at 

InnovationsIn South C.arolina Law Enforcement 1981, we have 'included in 

this booklet abstracts of other projects which have been developed by 

South Carolina law enforcement agencies. The Conference staff believes 

that increased exchange of information concerning all wot~thwhile projects 

undertaken by any agency can only be a benefit to the law enforcement 

community as a Whole. All of the project deve10pers are anxious to share 

informction concering their ~rojects and each has provided the name of a 
I 

person within the agency who may be contacted for further details. 

Both the judges and t~e Conference staff were impressed by the range of 

innovation being attempted in the State, from extremely Simple low-blidget 

efforts to expensive and highl)1 technical ~ro9rams. 

We appreciate the willingness of all the departments represented to share 

thier projects and ideas with othet' law enforcement agencies through-
out the state. 
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CLEMSON CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAM 

Bv J,D. Ferquson Jr., Oirector 
Clemson University Public Safety Department 

INTRODUCTION 

Clemson Unive~~sit.Y is a South Carolina 1and-prant institution, 

founded in 1889. The main campus comnrises 600 acres and represents 

an investment of approximately $195 million in permanent facilities. 

The' University offers 78 fields of study in nine undergraduate colleges 

and 57 areas of graduate study. 

,:-lit: 

Clemson students come from all 46 South Carolina counties, 47 states, 

Puerto Rico, The District of Columbia, the Vir0in Islands, r,uam, and 42 

foreign countries (about 200 students). South ~arolina residents comprise 

77 percent of Clemson's enrollment and the remainin~ 23 percent come from 

out of state. The 1980 fall semester had 11,579}~~udents attending Clemson--
L, 

10,891 on campus ann 688 attendin9 off-campus proqrams. Of the 10,891 

figure 9,414 were classified under9raduates$ and 1,477 were ~raduate students. 

Jl.pproximately 6,300 students live on campus. Addit'ionally, the faculty 

anc. staff possess various backqrounds with different eco!1omic, social 

and political positions. 

MISSIflN 

The Public Safety mission for Clemson Universit.v is very complex, 

multifarious, and extremely challenqinq. Therefore, in an effort to 

illustrate the numerous responsibilities, the fol1owin~ br~ef~atts :~ne 

presented. 

Police Investiqations vary from arson, fraud, and child abuse cases 

to college pranks and retty larceny incidents. Also, fire calls range 

from vehicle fires to fire alarms from hiph rise dormitories and sinqle

family dwe11in9s. The Fire Department provides emergen~~ medical services. 
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Speci a 1 events such as football 9ames, bri no crowds of 65, Qf)O i ndi vi dua 1 s 

into campus, and there are numerous visitors on caMpus daily for a variety 

of reasons. 

PLAN 

The Public Safety Department realized there were many benefits· in 

iMp1ementinQ a crime prevention orooram, and the potenti~l for c00peration 

and assistance from the University comlTJunitll was very favorab1e. The 

University President, Vice Presidents for ~tudent Affairs, Academic Affairs, 

Business and Fin~nce, deans and de~artment heads all ex~ressed endorse~ent 

anc surynort in this venture. 

Therefore, a master plan was develn~ed. The pl~n ~ould be divided 

into two main sectinns ~ith various qo~l~ for each: 

fl.. Prevent thefts of "ni.versity roro'1er"tv, flnd 

B. Prevent thefts of personal p~operty from students, faculty 
and staff. 

Subsequently, these plans would be implemented with specific objectives: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Have various officers attend the State Criminal Justice Academy's 
Crime Prevention School. These officers would be identified 
as Crime Prevention Specialists and serve as leaders in assist
ing others in crime prevention skills. 

Provide all department members with some in-service crime 
prevention trainino. This training to be conducted by a 
recoClnized crime prevention expert: Pay ISgett of the State's 
Offi~e of Criminal Justice proorams. 

Provide a format that would have sufficient innut by the depart
ment members and the r.>articular groups and pro.iects they reore
sented. 

Select programs and projects that would be cost effective and 
orovide oositive results. This, in turn, would create the 
environment for other pro9raITJS to be implement~d with favor
able acceptance. 

Select one oositive theme \'/ith an acronym that would connect 
all crime nrevention projects and be displayed on every poster, 
pamphlet and crime prevention item prod~ced by the department. 
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The identification, selection and development of main themes with 

specific objectives were very important in impllementing the following 

crime prevention programs. 

THEMES 

The main theme that connects all our Droprams involves the acron'ym / 
i 

P.A.l'/. which represents "People Are !~atchinq." ,I'!e were very 1iortunate ~o 

have as the University's mascot a tiqer, and so man'y .individuals who :f 

identify with a tiger oa\ll. Therefore, 01) every crime prevehtion ite~1 

there is a tiger paw and the word "OlJeration" above and "People Ar~i 

Watcf.ing" below. Additionally, the department's name and te1epho~le num-
/ '0 , 

ber are listed. (See Appendix A) This 10~o draws attention, apd we 

believe conscious and subconscious support, because of its de~/ign and 

natural appeal. 

PROJECTS 

One Universtiy protection project implemented was Op~ration Identifi

cation. Between r·1ay 1980 and July 1981, 20,300 items hc;tve been marked 

with a State (NCle) crime prevention number. Also, crime orevention stick

ers wi th the State crime prevent; on sea,l have been affi xed to entry and 

exits of the buildings and on various items. Durinq ~ comparable time 

period, University property thefts have been reduced by 72.5% and $21,OOc) 

in stolen property recovered. We return periodicallY to various departments 

to mark new items as they are received. The support and success of this 

project increases monthly as the deoartment receives requests to mark new 

equipment. 

The cost is minimal, since we use Sta.tB s:e.als and sturlerct: 'palt'Ge 

employed at minimum wage, are directed by certified officers to perform 

this service . 
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A second project implemented to prevent theft of University property 

was a seminar for book store and canteen employees. During the semester 

break we conducte,d two seminars for these employees in an effort to prevent 

~hQpl i fti.ng. and other thefts from these departments. 1\1 thou~h the success 

Qf the t.raini.n.g c:annot be accurately evaluated, sorne success is indicated 

Q,~ t.he fact that several shoplifters have been renorted and aporehended 

in t.b.e$.e q)fe.a$., , The, cost, of the program was mi n i ma 1 due to the use of 

ftlJm~ if-l?O))li the Cl?,i;miina.l: J)ustice AcarefT\'I', other letw enforcenent arencics. 

~II1IQI I;!.$,iira.gj tr;l, .... ~,Q,us,e; 01:fiice,t's~ an.d invest:i!;lators, along with local members 

~if tb.~ l3~~1 ~iil?cUJiit So,lliicditorl.s, nffi€e,. to; conduct the training'. 

I}.\ t_Mil?c\l pJ?o:jje.ct imp,llemented to prev,en:t a:r.med robbedes du,rirng special 

~v;e.lil,1t$, ii~ ~ $,p..e.~i;~T moneYr es,cort pr09r.am:., IDu,e· to. the nature: o,f this'. prO'

~e.~t:" $.~G;iiall1 d,e.:ft~Us al'i'e,' not gi ven. 

fA\ e.:l!·i:m~ t.h:a,t. VIa,s very costly and! j;mesent:ed' seri ous potent.fa~T for' 

~mYlm' w.as; ~~t:ijv.alti:Qn of faJse' fi re a 1 ar.ms;.. Reall i z.i nq the serfous natu,re? 

Q:;ff llh~,$.e! iilJcident.s, w,e developed ,a crime; pre;v.ention pro,ject to reduce! 

1th~m~. A'gp.1i'n'" at: a mi nima·l cost by us i'n.g: Un-iivers'ity resources and' Depar1i

mruJiIt ReJ7S;Qnnel1" po.sters ,. pamph 1 ets and, a\ v.ideo-tape were deveToped' to 

qilt1l'il,cK, ~.MIS, prob liem. In 1979 we exper;;enceC'11 205 fa 1 sea 1 arms. The 

QommUn~iqa.,ttilons Department worked closelY with :the Fire Department and 

p.no.dI.H~edJ al video-tape which was used i,n~' the Housi n~ Department' s trai n-

ing: semtmu's, and; displayed in the University Union during Fire Prevent"i:on" 

W~~. "he: nes.uJ t.s were evi dent by the nedllction of false fi re alarms by," 

~O%" Ln! one. problem dormitory, false fi;re alarms were reduced from llT 

tLo~j 6.6~. The:, v.ideo, create.d peer pressure'. to' prevent false alarms and an 

awa:.nene~s:, that! red, to tlie a rrest and prosecuti on of vi 01 ators. (Aopendl:». a:)) 

Jl;s:, the:: cost. of. books increases, so'} does 'the potential fol" thefts., 

Im'~i thepnY;! pno!llpted the. department to:, dEw.e~lbJ) a simple boof< tHeft p1'lev~!liitibm 
-4'l-
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program centered around using book markers to present our crime "prevention 

materials. Therefore, we use unifo.rmed officers in the library and dining 

hall areas to pass out book markers and talk briefly about book thefts. 

In addition to promo~ing crime prevention, we believe this project has 

been successful in d€lpartment public relations. The stUdent rece'iving 

somethin~ from an officer other than a parking ticket makes for very 

positive relations. J 

The hours wHen officers nass out book markers varies, and it is 

usually done during times when there is suff,icient manpOIIJer available. 

However, they are in radio contact should their services be needed e'lsE.\

where. Subsequently, the only extra cost for the oro.ject is the prodUction 

of the book markers, which is minimal. 

A voluntary bicycle repistration project involves reqisterino an 
, ,. 

individual's bike, marking it with a number that corresponds with,his 

registration cards (two registration cards are completed, one' by name and 

one by decal number) and a P.A.W. decal that is also applied to the bike. 

(See Appendix A) In the short time that this program has been in effect, 

we have observed a reduction in bike thefts of 48%. There has also been 

an increase 'jn our recovery of stolen bikes, and apprehension of criminals 

has increased due to stUdents' identifyin~ a P.A.W. decal and reportin9 

this to the police. This program has also been carried out by the student 

police force. 

The bike project was the most expensive crime orevention pro~ram 

(approximately $100 a year) because decals had to be purchased from a 

vendor off campus. However, we believe the expense involved is cost 

effective since we are able to return recovered (ma,rked) bicycles to the'ir 

owners rather than transporting and storing them. JUso, officer time in 

processing stolen case reports and suoplemental reporting has been greatly 
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reduced. Additionally, we do not charge for this registration service. 

A registration cost to students could reduce the success of the pro9ram. 

Last year there was'a misconception about obscene ohane calls on the 

part of members of the Housing Department. This misconception caused 

numerous female students to believe nothing could be done about obscene 

phone calls. Therefore, we developed an Obscene Phone Call Awareness and 

Education project. A pamphlet was develooed and dorm counselors were 

giv~n instructions during housing in-service training seminars. The results 

of this project were very successful. During the first year, more than 

200 cases of obscene phone calls were cleared, and obscene calls were 

reduced to approximately four complaints per semester. (See Appendix B) 

Investigators and pol 'ice officers on duty were used in the project 

and the pamphlet expenses were very minimal. Usin~ University graphics 

and printing, the cost is approximately $75 per year. 

FUTURE PLANS 

Theft of items from vehicles and hubcap thefts present a problem 

because of the number of parking lots and th.e;'r lil)Qat~)ons ,on camp.us. 

Therefore, one project for 1981 involves marking hubcaps and items in 

vehicles with an NCIC number. Also, a pamphlet presentin~ these and 

other crime prevention topics will be distributed. During the fall we 

will select a good weekend and USB the football stadium ticket booth, 

areas as the sites for conductinp the vehicle crime prevention nroject. 

(See Appendix A) 

Additionally, all students will be informed that our 'investigator 

will be checking jockey lots, flea markets, and other locations for 

hubcaps with our NCIC number. Hopefully, this will remove Clemson Universit.Y 

as an area for stealing stereos, CB radios, hubcaps and reduce the market 

for buying and selling stole goods. The exact expense for this project 

-6-
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is undetermined at this time. However, it is anticipated to be approxi-

mately ~700 per year. The major cost is an investirator's time working 

weekends checking known stolen goods locations. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, we bel ieve our programs are functtonal because we selected' 

posters, project~, pamphlets, and ideas that were productive in other 

universities and communities and modified them for our use. Also, t'le 

were fortunate in having)the University resources such as artists, writers, 

photographers, communication specialis~s, and input from students, faculty 

,; and staff. The enthusiasm and support of members of our Public Safet.Y 

Department and other members of the criminal justice system contributed 

in achieving such a high level of accomplishment and success. 
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BOOK MARK 
REMINDER 
Book Theft is 

A Problem! 

Often books are left 
unattended in public 
places. 

* Books are . easily resold. 

* Books are increasing in 
value. 

* Often owners cannot be 
identified. 

YOU CAN: 

Mark all books with 
your name and Social 
Security number in a 
specific place. 

* Keep books with you. 
Do not leave them in 
public places, 011 coat 
racks. or lockers. 

* Report book thefts 
immediately. Often 
recovery may be made 
at the resale counter. 

OPERATION 

4t 
Pt;OPLt; ARE WATt'JIING 

Clemson University 
Police Department 

2222 

better 
for the'e 
to mind 
closely 
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thy 
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thy life 
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How to Cope 
With the Crank Phone Caller 

The phoAe"lings. Ifs 3 a.m. No, ifs not Mo~ calling to say Dad just deposited $500 
in your overdrawn checking account Instead you are greeted by a string of obscen
ities, heavy breathing or silence. 

You have just become another victim of the crank caller. Some authorities estimate 
that over a million crank calls were made last year. Most of these calls are the ring 
and hang up variety. A growing number are either obscene or threatening. 

Now that you've become a viciim of the crank caller, here are a few ideas to 
prevent a repeat call. 

1. Hang up. As soon as you hear. an obscenity, improper questions or no response 
to your sleepy "hello?" - Hang Up!! 

2. Don't mlk to strangers. Be careful when the caller says he/she is taking a 
survey. If you have any concem about the legitimacy of the survey, ask the person for 
his/her name, firm name and telephone number. Say that you will call back after you 
vEilrify the authenticitY of the survey. 

3. Don't play detective. Don't extend the call trying to figure out who is calling. This 
or any type of reaction is exactly what the caller wants and needs. ':) 

4. Keep cool. Don't let the caller know you are upset or angry. 

5. Don't panic when the phone rings. It may just be a wrong number. If it is a 
crank call, follow these suggestions. 

6. Don't try to be clever. A witty response may well be interpreted as a sign of 
encouragement. 

7. Don't try to be a counselor. The annoyance or obscene caller certainly needs 
professional help, but he/she will only be encouraged by your concem and will 
continue the fate night calls. 

8. Don't tell everyone about your calls. Many calls of this type are actually made 
by friends, family members, even your closest girl friend or boy friend. 

9. Place ads with caution. When placing an ad in a newspaper, use a newspaper 
or post office box number if possible. If you must use your phone number, do not list 
your address. Crank,ca!lers are avid readerS of the classified ads. 

10. Never volunteer your number to an unknown caller. This is an invitation to call 
again. If your number is the wrong number, the caller does not need to know your 
number. 

11. Report obscene or annoying calls to the Pollee Department or your R.A. 
Using the crank phone call log, make a record of the call. By reporting the call to 
the above authorities, you have begun the, process to stop these 3 am. calls. 
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APPENDIX C 

, Don't hE!~lp 'a thief 
To help llimself . . 

To yOI~ur bike. 

BICYCLE:: SECURITY 
,f' 
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If you want to keep your bike: 

1. Remember, -the recovery rate for stolen bicycles is very low, so observe every 
possible precaution for its security. 

2. Use the free bicycle identification service sponsored by the University Police 
Department. 

3. Use thick, hard locks, chains and ca~les. 

4. Park your bike in a well-lighted place at night 

5. Report suspicious activities. A thief often carries tools such as hacksaws or bolt 
cutters and may loiter around bike racks looking for a good quality bike with 
. cheap locking devices. 

6. Anchor both wheels and the fra.me to the bike rack. 

7. NEVER leave your bike unlocked. The average bike theft takes less than a 
minute. 

8. Check your bike regularly. 

9. Pro~ptly report all thefts to the University Police Departm.ent, 2222. 

Lock your bike th~ right way: 
Chains 

. Should be at least '%" thick and made of hardened alloy steel. 

Cables 
Should be at least W' thick. 

Locks 
Should be 7/16" hardened alloy steel padlocks. This type has the greatest 
resistance to cutting or tampering. Combination locks are NOT recommended. 

~~ ". 
Wrap the chain around both wheels and the fr~me, positioning the lock as high off' 
the ground as possible to reduce leverage With bolt cutters. 
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We Need 
You 

TQHelp 
Prevent 
Crime 
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Public Safety Needs Your Help . 
. The Department of Public Safety needs your help 
with its effprts to prevent crime on the Clemson Univer
sity campus. Responsible for the enforcement of Uni
versity regulations and laws, parking control and safety 
on campus, the department can effectively carry out its 
duties, only with the cooperation and assistance of a" 
members of the University community.' , 

Police service is pfovided 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week and is based at the Polrce Station on Klugh Av
enue. The department also provides a nLlmber of ser
vices to the Universit'y community including a crime pre
vention program, 24-hour law enforcement patrol of the 
campus, lost and found, unlocking vehicle doors, lend
ing battery jumper cables, ambulance service, escort 
for medical attention, operation identification program, 
bike registration program, and speaking engagements. 

To bette!' serve the community, the Department of 
Public Safety has been totally reorganized, and numer
ous improvement projects are under way, We welcome 
your comments and evaluation of our service. 

Crime prevention is the responsibility of each 
member of the University community, and unless you as 
a member share your responsibility, the crime rate will 
increase. You can protect yourself and help us by prac-

19 the precautions listed in this folder. 

Protect Your Auto 

Jack D. Ferguson, Jr. 
Director 

An automobile is an ideal target for a 1hief. It's self
propelled and fully equipped for a fast getaway. Auto 
parts, especially hubcaps, are also easy to steal, and 
there's always a readily available market. Don't become 
the middle man in this market! 

The University Police can help you get a permanent 
N.C.I.C. (National Crime Information Center) identifica
tion number for your possessions. Let the police en
grave this number on your hubcaps, and practice the 
following precautions. 

• Never leave the keys in your car. 
e Always lock the doors and roll the windows up 

tightly. 
• Avoid leaving property where it is visible on the 

seats. 
• Don't carry the car's license number, description of 

vehicle, name or address on a key chain. 

'"-' 

. , 

• Jnstall CBs and tape players with lock mounts so 
they can be removed easily and placed in the 
trunk. 

. • f\.!ever leave the title or registration in the glove 
compartment; leave them at home or carry them 
in your wallet. Thieves steal these documents and 
forge them to fit the description of a stolen vehicle. 

• Before entering your auto, check for signs of a pos
sible break-in. 

• When you 'leave your car parked, check it daily. 

Protect Your Possessions 
Many of the personal possessions you bring to cam

pus are easy prey for thieves. Stereos, bicycles, TVs 
and money are portable items that can disappear 
quickly if left unprotected. 

• Keep a record of brand names, values, models 
and serial numbers in a safe place. Use the at
tached form fo record this information and let the 
University Police keep a copy on file. 

• Engrave your N.C.I.C. number on all items and 
add this to the above list. Engravers are available 
through the University Police. 

• Keep your door closed and locked even if you are 
just "going next door"; it only takes eight seconds 
for someone to walk in your room, take something 
and walk out. . ~ . 

• Don't leave your wallet, purse or keys on top of the 
dresser, bed or in plain view. Keep them out of 
sight, preferably in a locked drawer. 

• Record all credit card numbers. 
• If you leave campus for a few days, get a friend to 

check your room. 
• Notify University Police -- 656-2222 -- of anyone 

acting suspiciously, 
• Report all thefts and property losses to the police 

-- 656-2222. 

Protect Yourself 
Your personal safety is our main concern. Crime on 

campuses has been a steadily increasing problem af
fecting students and faculty alike. We have tried to 
ma,ke this one of the safest campuses in the country; 
however, a safe environment can only continue through 
an active concern on the part of the community and its 
interaction with the pOlice. 

• Never walk or jog alone at night. 
• Walk where there is plenty of light and other traffic. 
• Don't overload yourself with books or packages. 

.. , 

• Install CBs and tape players with lock mounts so 
they can be removed easily and placed in the 
trunk. 

• Never leave the title or registration in the glove 
compartment; leave them at home or carry them 
in your wallet. Thieves steal these documents and 
forge them to fit the description of a stolen vehicle. 

• Before entering your auto, check for signs of a pos
sible break-in. 

• When you leave your car parked, check it daily. 

Protect Your Possessions 
Many of the personal possessions you bring to cam

pus are ea~y prey for thieves. Stereos, bicycles, TVs 
and money are portable items that can disappear 
quickly if lett unprotected. 

• Keep a record of brand names, values, models 
and serial numbers in a safe place. Use the at
tached form to record this information and let the 
University Police keep a copy on file. 

• Engrave your N.C.I.C. number on all items and 
add this to the above list. Engravers are available 
through the University Police. 

• Keep your door closed and locked even if you are 
just "going next door"; it only takes eight seconds 
for someone to walk in your room, take something 
and walk out. 

~ Don't leave your wallet, purse or keys on top of the 
dresser, bed or in plain view. Keep them out of 
sight, preferably in a locked drawer. 

., Record all credit card numbers. 
• If you leave campus for a few days, get a friend tCi 

check your room. 
• Notify University Police -- 656-2222 -- of anyone 

acting suspiciously. 
• Report all thefts and property losses to the police 

-- 656-2222. 

Protect Yourself 
Your personal safety is our main concern. Crime on 

campuses has been a steadily increasing problem af· 
fecting students and faculty alike. We have tried to 
make this one of the safest campuses in the country; 
however, a safe environment can only continue through 
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Avoid Hazards in Your Room 
~ecorations 
Decorations of all types, including curtains, should be constructed of flame retardant 
material. Christmas trees may be placed in rooms no sooner th~n 14 days prior to the 
Christmas holidays, and they must be removed before you leave for the holidays. 
Trees over four feet high must be treated with a flame retardant. 
Electrical Abuse 
Use of electrical "octopuses" to obtain a maximum number of out/ets can result in the 
overload of circuits and fire. Improper use of extension cords is a major cause of 
residential fires. Avoid using them. 

Appliances 
Coffee percolators, electriC hair curlers and other approved electrical equipment 
should never be Isft unattended. They should be unplugged after use and not stored 
until they are cool enough to touch. Make sure you do not overload the circuit or 
improperly UGe extension cords. 
Television Sets 
1V sets give off heat. Make sure there's enough space between the back of the set 
and the wall to prevent overheating. 
Open Flames 
No candles or open flame devices, except cigarette lighters, are allowed in residence 
halls. 
Hazardous Storage 
All wast~ should be disposed of as soon as possible. Surplus material should be 

. storeCl in a safe piace,' not in corridors or stairways. 
Flammable Liquids . 
Gasoline, ether, paint, glue, etc. must not be stored in residence halls. T.he only 
flammablp liquid pennitted is standard containers of lighter fluid. 

Obstacles 
Storage of bicycles, chairs, desks and other items is prohibited by law in all exit ways. 
Blocked exits have caused "chain reaction" pile-ups of fallen people during fires. 

Know Your Extinguisher 
. Water (cools) 
Water extinguishers are for Class A fires - ordinarY combustibles such as wood, cloth, 
paper and rubbish. To operate pressurized extinguisher, gently pull the pin-press on 
the handle and direct the nozzle toward the base of the flame. 

C02 (smothers) 
CO 2 is a gas to be used on Class Band C fires-'- electrical fires such as bumlng 
motors, controls and wiring. It will not freeze. Operating procedures vary, so read the 
instructions on the extinguisher. " 

In Case of Fire 
Upon Discovery of Fire 
1. If you discover dl' suspect a fire, go to the pull box nearest the fire and activate the 
alarm system. ., 
2. Call the Fire Department, .2211, and give the fire dispatcher the location and as 
much infonnaflon as youcan\about the fire. 

3. If practical, isolate the fireb~' closing doors in the vicinity. 
\ ~ 

4. Use good judgment in any attempt to extinguish the fire. See the back of this folder 
for infonnation on extinguishing diff~rent types of fires. If a large degree of heat and 
smoke has accumUlated, do not attempt to fight the fire. Evacuate immediately. 

\ 

5. Re::k:Jent Assistants and assigned fire monitors should try to evacuate the hall. 

EvaclJation When Alarm Is Sounded \ 

1. Keep low to the floor if there is smoke in the room. 
\ 

2. Feel the metal door knob before opening the door. If it is hot, don't open the door. 
If it isn't hot, brace yourself against the door E\nd open it slightly. If heat or heavy 
smoke is present, close the door and stay in the room. 

\ 
\ 

3. If you can't leave the room, seal up the c;:racks\around the door using-sheets, 
towels r;r pieces of clothing. Then hang something olltthe window to attract the Fire 
Departfilenfs attention. If there is a phone in the room, call the Are Department and 
report that you are trapped. Be sure to give your room number and location. 

4. If you can leave the room, close all doors as you exit. 

5. Go to the nearest exit or stairway. Do not use an elevator. If the nearest exit is 
blocked by fire, heat or smoke, go to another ,exit. 

6. If you enter a fire stair and find it blocked below you, go to a higher floor. Find a 
window and signal for help . 

7. If all exits are blocked, go back to your room. Close the door; wave something out 
the' window and shout for help. 

B. If you are trYing to escape through a smoke-filled room or corridor, move quickly'1n 
a crouching pOSition to the nearest clear exit Places w~t towel over your head and 
face. Breathe through the wet towel by taking shOrt breaths through your tiose. Cover 
your b";Y' ,with something like a window drape that can be easily discarded if it 
catch~' .or, fire. 

Multipurpose Dry Chemical (smothers) 
9. Upon lealling the building, go to your assigned area and remain there until you are 

This powder-type extinguisher is the most versatile for fighting home fires; it can be given permission to retum to the building. Follow directions of fire and police per
used on Class A, Band C fires. To operate, remove the pin and squeeze the trigger. sonnel. 

Always try to remain calm. 
Never re-enter a burning building to try to save your personal possessions. 
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Counting yours, 
there are about 
27,600 EYES 
on our 
There 

campus. 
are only 

68 in the 
University· Police 
Department. 
If you see 
something 

• • 
SUSPICIOUS, 

• gIve us a 

call. 
Clemson University 
Police Department 
2222 
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TNj.'I~()DPCTI ON 

ALTERN,l\TIVE PATROL VEHlr:LES 

By S~encer Guerry 
Georgetown Police Department 

···7:m:: . ~.,- .. 

The Georgetown Police Department is experiencing a problem shared 

by most departments today, the problem of handling significantly more 

calls for service while operating on increasingly tighter budgets. The 

public expects the police to answer their calls for service and to also 

reduce the ever-rising crime rates, all on a static budget. 

Consequently:, ~olice departments are trying to cut operating cost 

a number of ways. For example, more complaints and incident reports are 

being handled by phone where possible, rather than dispatching a partol 

officer. Other departments have cut ser&ices to the community such as 

bank and funeral escorts. Finally, as a last resort, some departments 

have cut down the amount of patrolling done by police officers. 

For background information, the Georgetown Police Department now 

ans~ers approximatley 15,000 calls for service annually. This represents 

a' 71% increase over three years ago. Criminal arrests are up 44% 

the saMe time period, and traffic accidents investigated are up 57%. 

Also, the patrol division now patrols 23,000 miles per month, which is 

felt to be an appropriate level for Georgetown . 

The number of patrol personnel over the last three years has decreased 

from a total of twenty-four (24) officers to twenty l20) officers for a 

city of more than 10,000 persons. So the department had already increased 

its producti'ii-t;y with fewer personnel. 

Therefore, other areas of the budget were investigated to see where 

costs could be reduced or held at the same level, while not reducing the 

services ~rovided to the citizens of Georget0wn. The largest item in the 
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Georgetown Police Department's budget other than personnel is velficle 

expense, which includes fuel costs and veh:r.cle repair. 

To save gasoline, the derartment has been downsizing its patrol fleet 
;, 

over the last th~ee years, but the better gas mileage of the newer 

vehl.cle is always outweighed by the skyrocketing cost of gasoline. 

For thi s reason our department researched the use of :a motorcyc'l e as 

a regular patrol vehicle. The two-wheel motorcycle gets much better gas 

mileage than an automobile, and offers better maneuverability in congested 

areas. 

The chief disadvantage of a two-\"'heel~(\torcycle· in regular police 
,- ", 
. 

patrol is that the officer must have the Sb'~~2i~1tb to ~·.tithstand all the 

efforts of stopping andstiarting a 1,000 lb. motorcyc'h!.,·ciuring his tour 
il 

of duty. This would cause problems in our department because we have 
I 

four (4) females officers and a number of male officers' of small stature. 
Ii 

This would mean fewer officers available to ride the motorcycles and a 

reduction in potential gasoline savings. 

Ihe solution that was found was a Kit to convert two-wheel motor-

cycles to three-'·,heel motorc~lcl es. The advantage ofa three-wheel motor

cycle over a two-wheel motorcycle is the three-wheel motorcycle's "trike" 

sits upright, requiring no efforts from the driver in maintaining balance. 

This allows any size officer to operate the Trike. Thus a department can 

ha ve the maj ority of offi cers on Tri ke~, and real i ze enough gaso 1 i ne savi ngs 

to pay for the Trikes in a year, depending on the cost for gasoline and 

the level of Trike useage, while not reducing patrol mileage. 

In Georgetown, the Trykes will patrol approximately 11 ,Ciao miles per' 
I 

month throughout the year while the auto~will patrol 1?,OOG!~11es ~er 
.! 

month. Under this arrangement, the trikes, averaoina 25 miles per qallon of 

gasoline, should save almost enough ill gasoline ($13,395.00)·to pay for 

-20-
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themselves. 

During warm weather we anticipate using the Trikes almost exclusively 

over the automobiles, while dlJY'1.n~ the cold and"wet \'!e~ther periods, \'Ie will 

use only our automobiles. Th1erefore, our mileage split is averaged for ,. 

the year between the Trikes and the cars. 

Of course', there have been some problems with the Trikes s'ince we 

put them into actual practiGe: 

(1 ) Training a training program had to be develooed, since none 

existed for three-wheel motorcycles. 

(2) Officer Acceptance - Like most people, police officers resist 

change. However, once through the training program, 

most officers ac~epted the three-wheel motorcycles. 

(3) Handling Characteristics - the three-wheel motorcycles most 

definitely are easier to tip over, :since they do not 

lean while negotiating a turn or curve as well as 

b/o-wheel motorcycl es. 

(4) Auxiliary Equipment - the department has had to pur~hase helmets 

(5) 

for all personnel and will be buying boots';n the 

near future. The helmets were needed from the begin-

ing and we found that our officers' shoes weren't 

strong enough ,'or use on the Trikes. Also, we had 

to use walkie-talkie radio units because the bikes ' 
electrical systems could not handle a permanent unit. 

Emergency Equi pment - we purchased Honda-750 I sand \'/e added an 

electronic siren and a revolving teardrop blue light 

with collapsible pole to each Trike. It seems the 

Hondas we have do not have a suffi ci en,tl.y 1 a rge 

electrical system, for we could not even add a permanent 
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radi'o unit to each'motorcycle. We have had to replace 

the original motorcycle batteries with larger capacity 

batteries. The additional equipment we added plus 

the slower patrol speeds can quicklY discharge a small 

battery, as we quickl'y learned. 

1981 - 750 Hondas 
Convers i on Kit $3,618.00 X 3 = $10,854 

1,550.00 X 3 = 4,650 

Emergency Equipment Total -----------___ :: 1,095 

Rear Wheel & Tires 125.00 X 3 ~ 750 
Labor for Conversion 250.00 X 3 = 750 

The cost for equipment such as helmets, boots, gloves, and hand-held 

radios will vary, as some departments may already own and use such equip

ment. Also, the cost of training was approximately $800 for five (5) 
days of training. 

The three-wheel motorcycle is not the perfect patrol veh:;kle, and 

it has its limitations, but its use should be expanded as it definely has 

potential for use in South Carolina. 

For more information, Call Sn.encer Guerry ,546-4141, Georgetown 
Police Department. 
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POLICE - YOUTH BUREAU BASEBALL LEAGUE 

By Harol d C. Jennings, Chief 
Greenville Police Department 

" 
\ 

In the spring of 1981, the Greenville Police Departm~nt established 

a youth 'baseball league with the following objectives~ 

1. To provide structured, SUPEl'vfsefj, and safe recreation for 

children who are often left unsupervised by working parents, and 

whose playgrounds are often streets and abandoned properties. 

2. To create a more favorable image of policemen for children whose 

environment often teaches them comtempt and distrust of 

authority. 

3. To help to instill values of teann'lork and fair play in youngsters 

whose enviroment may be strongly combative. " 

rl~:n The basebal1 league actually had its roots in a 19\~~.:5-week bowling 

league, again conducted by City Police Officers. The Christ Episcopal 

Church of Greenville presented a $750 donation to the Department for 

Chief Harold C. Jennings to apply toward a program of his choice. With 

an eye toward crime prevention and improving the image of policemen in 

the eyes of Greenville's disadvantaged young people, the Department put 

the Christ Church donation to work in a bowling league for ~hildren aged 

eight to thirteen. 

With lhe passage of weeks came improved skill levels, and the child

ren in the program began to show outward stgns of their increasing 

involvement with the sport: enthusiasm Was heightened, smiles were 

broader and more frequent, and some of the bowling alley personnel even 

commented on a decline in profanity. 

Encouraged by the results of the bowling league, Christ Church 
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pledged another gift of similar size and purpose. This time the project 

was a l2-week baseball league involving a larger number of children, 

officers, area merchants, and public service agencies. 

Officers and City Recreation Department Community Center personnel 

selected four teams of fourteen players, aged eight to thirteen. In all, 

twelve officers served as coaches (3 coaches per team), four served as 

umpires, this project was no small commitment - practices and games 

afternoons lasted three hours or more each, and each team had been promised 

one practice session and one game per week. Consequently, participating 

officers found themselves volunteering six or more hours each week of 

personal time. No duty time was given to the league. 

An impressive list of public agencies and area businesses answered 

an invitation to participate in the program. The Greenville Youth Burea~, 

a division Qf the S. C. State Department of Youth Services, co-sponsored 

the league with their donation of balls, bats, gloves, bases, and score

books. The City Parks and Grounds Department mowed, trimmed, and lined 

out the old ~1eadowbrook Ballpark field for use by the league. Coca-cola 

pledged a hat for each child. Discounts and outright donations from 

other businesses made possible a T-shirt for each player, complete with 

a number on the back and a Police patch on the front. 

Each team had a POlice sponsor. The "broadcloth" team (the eventual 

champion ) was sponsored by the Detective Division; three other teams were 

sponsored by the three Uniform Patrol Platoons. As the season progressed, 

officers began to find time to attend games to cheer their sponsored teams. 

To the satisfaction of all concerned, a growing number 'of parents als~ 

began to brave the hot summer sun to see their children in action. 

The highlight of the season was to have been a trip to Atlanta to 
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see an Atlanta Braves baseball games in August. This outing was cancelled 

because of the baseball player's strike, and the group spent a day at 

Carowinds Amusement Park instead. Transportation, admission to the park, 

and two meals accounted for the remainder of the Christ Church donation. 

It was a fitting celebration to end a summer unlike any these children 

ever knew before. 
" 

" 

\ 
II 

The Depattment bel ieves that consi derabl e good wi 11 was generateH 

toward the Police when churches, public agencies, and private businessess 

all work in concert in a community-centered enterprise under Police 

leadership. Such was the case with our baseball league. 

More importantly, each participating officer will testify that lives 

were touched in this program. The boys who became playef's in this league 

had been left out of other City and County leagues, either for want 

of transportation, fear of competition, or other personal reasons. 

In May, players were quick to criticize and condemn their teammates 

who struck out or committed fielding errors; by July, a sense of teamwork 

had been instilled and most players offered only encouragement to one 

another, 

The players had also become proud of their sponsoring units. For 

the rest of the summer, they wore their T-shirts and Police patches 

with pride. 

Richard P. Cannady of the Safety/Crime Division prepared the following 

detailed repqrt on the activity and cost with the idea that it might be 

helpful to other departments interested in developing such a program. 

Officer Cannady will be happy to provide any further information he has 

on request. 

o 

, 
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BASEBALL LEAGUE 

HISTORY 

On ~1a.v 19, 1981, five officers met to discuss the lJossibilities for 

a summer youth project which would involve children from underorivilened 

areas within the City of Greenville with patrol officers from the Greenville 

Po li ce Department. ~~an.Y aood ; deas were di s cussed by the fi ve offi cers , 

and it was decided that we would orf/anize our oVln softball leaaue. On June 

10, 1981, the first qame was ola.ved and (lames were comnleted by Jul.v 22. 

The grand finale of the 'year was on Auqust l~, when all the players and 

coaches enjoyed the da'y at Carnwinds. 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the Police Youth Bureau Softball Leaaue is to involve 

underprivileged children with police officers throu~h the use of a comoeti

tive sport. 

GOAL 

The (Joal of this involvement shall be that the f:£lildren she,ll develr,p 

better feelinas and understandinq toward the police officers. Benefits 

fo't" ' these children will come as they grow older and have come to know 

police officers as someone who is willinq to help rather someone to thrm'l 

people in jail. 

TE.A~' SELECTION 

It was deci ded tha t four te~ms woul d be i nvo 1 ved \'Jith i n the 1 eague. 

Each team would be allowed to can1 v a l4-o1ayer t~oster. Each team reor'"e-
.... Ii I 

sented pne of the Uniform Patt'C)l shifts and one t:eam t'epresented the 

remainder of the Police Deoartment. The teams even adol1ted the nicknames 

of the platoons that they represented and the bre<.1kdf)\.Jrj ~'las as fo 11 ONS : 
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J' ) 
Team # 1 

TEAM # 2 

TEAM # 3 

TEAM # 4 

Representinp: 

Nicknamed: 
Area: 
Coached by: 

Representin~: 
Nicknamed: 
Area: 
Coached b.v: 

Representing: 
Nicknamed: 
Area: 

Coached by: 

Representin!,!: 
~!i cknamed: 
Area: 

Coached by: 

. Traffic Oivision, Municipal Court, 
Detective Division, etc. 
"Broadcloth" 
Woodland/Pearce Ho~es and Greenline 
Jim Austin and JoYce Cruel 

Lt. Berry's Platoon 
"r·'; nutemen II 
West (1reenvi 11 e and Anderson Street 
Terry Christy, E.F. Blackburn and 
D.L. Sikkelee 

Lt. Johnson's Platoon 
"Blue ~1achirie" 
southern Depot, Birnie Street and 
Rutherford Road 
Lt. ',". L. Johnson, Ca.rey Oi a 1 
an~ J.L. Atkinson 

Lt. ~elton's Platoon 
"Troubl eshooters II 
Fieldcrest, Nicholto\lln and 
Pi edmont ~!anor 
Joe (1osa and Claude Dawson 

Each coach selected his team frorn the area assirned. .Il.ny child in the 

area who was not already playing ball and was wH:hin the age limits was eli

gible, re~ardless of race or sex. 

r~ANPO!~ER 

Si nce there was not extra' money to Day the coaches for the extra time 

required, each coach was a volunteer from his platoon. The concern within 

the officers of the department for these children and their future made it 

easy to recrui t coaches. The only thi'fi'g they recei ved was a promi se of a 

day off sometime in the future, if and when the workload would allow. 

FINANCES 

Althouph some departments may find this to be their heaviest burden, 
\~ \ 

we were very fortunate to have a concerned church in our area. Christ Episcopal 

Church has always shown an interest in the lives of younq people and they 
II 

ha ve a 1 ways been a good fri end of the Greenvi 11 e Pol i c~ "Depa ~tment. 

Christ Church served as our main sponsor ~nd donated $1,000 to the 
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league. The Youth Bureau also helped with the sponosorship by furnishin~ 

the equipment such as balls, bats, bases and etc. 

The following is a breakdown of the exoense: 

Shirts 
Shirt printing 
Insurance 
Carowinds tri p 

(transportation) 

ASS I GNED DUTI ES 

$ 107.21 
74.88 
83.00 

794.91 

To assure that all oroblems were handled, the followin9 assiqnments 

were made. 

1. PERMISSION SLIPS - Officer Cannady 
Permission slips had to be d~veloped which would relieve the 

officers and department from liability in the event of an injury. 
rSee Example "A ") 

2. GAr1E SCHEDULING - Offi cer Cannady 
A schedule of all games dates and times had to be developed to 

assure equal chance to win and develop a record keepina system. 
(See Example "B") '.' .. 

3. RULES & GUIDELINES - Officer Cannady and Officer' Chastain 
Since rules vary in each league, officers had to research 

rules and devElop a set of rules that would work best. 
(See Example "C") 

4. COMMUNITY CENTER CONTRACTS - Lt. Johnson 
Contacting the community centers helped to inform the eli~ible 

children in order to recruit players. 

5. RI:.FEREES - Officers Cannady, Chastain, Sims and Screw 

6. UNIFORMS & EQUIP~ENT - Captain Rumler and Officer Chastain 
These neded to be obtained with donations or reduced prices. 

7. LOCATION FOR PRACTICE & PLAY - Lt. Johnson 
A place was needed where they could play and practice. 

8. CAROWINDS TRIP - Captain Rulmer and Officer Cannady & Chastain 
Arrangements for the trip had to be made as cheaply as 

as possible. Transportation and food needed to be handled. 

PLAYER TRANSPORTATION 

The reason many of these underprivileged children were not a1 ready 

on organized teams was a lack of transportation. Chief Jennings offered 
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a solution to this problem by allowing officers to use their patrol cars. 

The patrol cars would go into the neighborhood and pick up the players and 

carry them home after the game or practice. This helped to further identify 

the children with the police officers. 

CAROWINDS TRIP 

Since the softball league was being used to bring the police and the 

children togethe.r, it was felt that the year should be ended \.'1ith something 

more than trophies. Kenny Gilmore was contacted and helped plan an outing 

that was within the budget, 
~~, 

The problem of transportation was overcome by \..,orkiit!i".~ith Travelways 

Tours. Two drivers volunteered to drive witho,ut pay. on~~~ these drivers 
. p 

was Officer Cliff Sims, a member of the Greenville PF1=f"{~ Department, who 

drives part-time for Travelways. 

included lunch and supper. 

EVALUATION 

Ii 
/ 

Ancl food \'/as cat(!fred by Carowinds whi ch 
.~ 

There is no objective means by which to measure the success of this 

program, but the department feels that the payoff will come in the futUre 

when these children get to the age where they would normally be problems 

to the police. Strong relationships were built between the players and 

their coaches that time cannot destroy. 

This story is illustrative of the type of relationshins- that deyelopec!\ 

An officer had a player driven home. An older boy yelled, "~lhat hapbened? 

You get picked up by the COpS?" The other;boys standing around laughed. 

Then one of the players ~nswered, "11m riding with the cops because 'I want 

to. Every time you have rode with them, you had tofU 
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Dear Parents: 

GREENVILLE CITY POLICE OEPART~~ENT 
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 

The undersigned is the parent and/or le9al ~uardian of: 

, a member of the Police Athletics 
.~---------------

League _________________ _ 

The undersigned hereby gives permission for said child to participate 
in any such outings and activities~ and the undersi~ned does hereby release 
and agree to hold harmless and indemnify the Greenville Police Department 
and the City of Greenville from any liabilities and claims on behalf of 
the said child for any injuries or dama!:jes arising or I;Ilhich may arise wh'ile 
said child is participating in any such trip, outing or activity or while 
being transported in connection therewith. 

In the event said child should be injured, become ill, or otherwise 
require emergency medical aid, the undersigned authorizes and consents to 
such medical aid as may be rendered in qood faith by any member.of the 
Greenville Police Department, or any physician or nurse selected by a 
~ember of the Greenville Police Department. 

The undersigned further authorizes the POLICE DEPARTMENT to exercise 
such disciplinary procedures including spanking, with resoect to such child 
as may be deemed advisable in good faith to maintain proper order and control 
of the group or of individuals in the group, fOI~ the safety, welfare and 
enjoyment of all. 

Yours truly, 

Name of Parent and/or Guardian 
CHILD I S NA~1E: -------------------
ADDRESS ------------------------
CITY ____ STATE ___ ~ZIP CODE.~ __ _ 

TELEPHONE # ____________ _ 
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TEAM # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1. June 10th 
-

2. June 17th 

3. ,June 24th 

4. July 1st 

5. July 8th 

6. July 15th 

7. July 22nd 

APPENDIX B 

POLICE YOUTH LEAr,UE BASEBALL 
SCHEDULE - 1 9 8 1 

TEA~1 

Woodlawn Homes 

West Side 

Southern Side 

Fieldcrest 

: 
Ii 

1 - 2 
i! 

il 
3 - 4 I 

I 
1 - 3 
2 - 4 

1 - 4 
2 - 3 

3 - 4 
1 - 2 

2 - 4 
'''' - 3 /;"",f 

2 - 3 
1 ... 4 

I 2:00 p.m. 
Ii 3:00 D.m. 
II 
',\ 

ii 2:00 p.m. 
-j' 3: 00 'p. m. 

.,' 2: 00 P. m. 
3:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 

2:00 D.m. 
3:00 p.m. 

1st place 

3rd place 

vs. 2nd place 

vs. 4th place 
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PLATOON 

Jim Austin 
j 

Lt. Berry 
:. 

Lt. Johnson 

Lt. ~~el ton 

2:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

, 
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::APPENDIX t. 

BASIC RULES 

1. Officers Cannady and Chastain shall act as officials of the games. 
They shall make decisions as needed when a controversy arises. 
Anyone appointed to take their place shall act with the same authority. 

2. Games shall consist of 7 innings of p"lay. 

3. No more than 10 players shall bat in one inning. If the lath batter 
comes to the plate, he shall continue running the bases until a base 
that he has not reached has been tagqed or any out has been made. If 
this batter is walked, a one run credit will be given to the team 
regardless of the number of base runners. 

4. After 4 complete innings of play, if either team is leadin!=! by 10 runs 
or more, the game shall end at that point, or any point afterwards that 
such a lead is obtained. (If the tradin!=! team has hit first, they shall 
be allowed to bat in the top half of the 5th innin!=!). 

5. Each team shall have a 14-player roster. No new names can be added 
after the second game. No player will be eli9ible unless he has a 
permission slip on file with the Officials. 

6. The playing team shall consist of 10 players. Nine regular players 
and an added short fielder. 

7. Rules shall be made as necessary by the officials Ivhen controversy arises. 

8. If anyone is ejected from a game, that person must sit in the stands 
for the remainder of the game. Further disturbance may cause that 
person to be eliminated from future participation in other games. 

9. Forfeit of the game may result from unsDortsman-like conduct by the 
coaches. 

10. Substitutes may be made at any time. 

11. Anyone removed from a game may re-enter the game only if all other 
players on the team have played. If a player re-enters the game, 
he must replace either a player who is injured or a player who has 
played the entire game. (This is to prevent lettin9 the player with 
the less ability come in for one inning, and replacing him with the 
better player). 

12. Coaches shall notify the umpire and the coach of the opposing team of 
any substitutions beinq made. 

13. No base stealing. 

14. Base runners must remain on base until the ball passes the batter or 
is hit by the batter. 
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APPENDIX C (CONT'D) 

15. No steel cleats. 

16. Sliding into bases is permissible except for first base. 

17. The ball shall be pitched underhanded with an arch of one to three 
feet above the batter's shoulders at the highest point. 

18.' S~rikes s~a1! be called when the ball is over any portton of the plate, 
wlthout hlttlng the plate, and<fa11s bebJeen any oortion of the shoulders 
and kllees of the batter. ..'. . 

19. All regular rules of playing b'itll shall exist. 
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PHONE TELETYPEWRITER NETWORK 

By Eric B. Sanders, Captain 
North Augusta Department of Public Safetv 

~10re than 13 mi 11 ion persons in this country have hearing and speech 

impairments which prevent them fl"om requestinp emergency ani withoul; the 
I \ 

help of another person. Many of these persons have worked di11~entlY to 

become independent. Frequently, they are employed and prefer to' live alone. 

In other cases, the hearing impaired may be children whose parents are 

employed during some of the hours that their children are at home. 

Regardless of the circumstances, the North Augusta Police Department 

believes that the handicapped are entitled to the same services orovided 

to the rest of the community \'.!e serve. For this reason, the North Au~Lista 

Department of Public Safety became ;;!nVloh~E:"d 'lIn b.iirr\·il~·r.f'r.ee·,cor.ununi:oe.:i:io!1s 

as early as 1972. 

The resulting program, the Phone Teletypev.Jriter Neb-mrk makes it 

possible for participating hearin~ and speech impaired citizens to communicate 

with the North Aupusta Police Department without enlisting the help of a 

third party. Hithout this program, these citizens could not report crilT!~s 

or summon police, fire and emergency medical personnel during an emergenc,v. 

Ihe system was imolemented at the department in mid-1973. Walter E. 

Newman, Director of Public Safety for North AUfJusta, learned of a communications 

system designed to help deaf persons communicate with other deaf persons 

over the telephone. He also realized that this system had application in 

a law enforcement sense, because if the department could participate in the 

program many of the obstacles to providing services to this part of our 

community could be overcome. From this point, NewMan contacted the South 

Carol ina Association for the Deaf and learned of a Coop(:!Jf'ative effort between 

that organization and the South Carolina Pioneers. 
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The South Carolina Pioneers is an organization of Southern Bell 

Telephone employees who have twenty or more years of service with the 

utility •. oTtlese people Use their communication expertise to develop and 

promote programs which will improve the ability of handicapped people to 

communicate. At the time, this organization was donating teletype equip

ment to the hearinp and speech impaired and to certain service or~mnizations 
which had programs to provide care for these persons. 

The, department then purchased a coupling device from an electronics 

·f"\m in California which was capable of converting tones given over the 

telephone lines to the teletype. These. tones are then printed out. The 

coupler was purchased for $158 and installed by Southern Bell. 

Once i nsta 11 ed the system works as fo 11 ow:;~: 

1. The system is activated by a telephon~~ call over a given line by 

either a hearing impaired participant or the pDlice department. 

2. Once the participant has dialed the c~ll; the receiver of the 

telephone from which the call originated is placed in a cradle on the 

coupler which is mounted on the teletype machine. This activates the 

teletype machine. 

3. Once the telephone call is received by the party called ( in our 

case, the department), the receiving telephone instrument is placed in the 

cradle of the coupler, thus activating their teletype machine. 

4. At this point the two teletypes are capab'(e of transmitting and 

receiving messages which appear on their respective print outs and communi

cation is possible between the two parties. Speech and hearing are irrel

evant at this point and all that is needed is the ability to perform a very 

minimal amount of typing and read the message received. 

The costs of becoming involved in this program were minimal. The 
Department paid a one time fee for the coupler of $158. 
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machine was donated by the South Carolina Pionee~s, and this organization 

continues to provide maintenance on the equipment without cost to the 

department. The only other cost to us Was for'a telephone line which we 

Althouqh this line is only used have designated for emergency use. _ 

for teletype communications, it is a standard line and canability for 

voice transmissions was not interfered with. 

The department published the nu~ber for this service in local tele

phone directories as well as with the South Carolina Phone ,Telet'ypewriter 

Network of the Deaf. In turn, the department posted a directory of area 

. 1 . t Th,'s list included North Augusta, persons who had identlca eqUlpmen. 

Charleston, Columbia, Greenville and Spartanburg residents. 

. t' capabi"l i tv wi th some ni ne The department currently has communlca lons _ 

persons in the immediate area who would not otherwise be capable of 

requesting police, fire and ambulance assistance at their homes. In addi t·i on, 

we can accept and send long distance requests and/or messages. 

Advanced systems are marketed at present and, alt~ouRh the basic 

operation of the system has not changed over the past eight years, newer 

TDD models are now portable. These units can be used on any telephone, 

h t t · Trl..re.y are liQ .. htweiQ ... ht, no la}'~er than a including public pay pone 5 a lons. 

portable typewriter, allowing the impaired absolute freedom of movement and 

a sense of security which heretofore was not thought possible. The average 

cost for these systems is around $600. 

The North Augusta Department of Public Safety is proud to be involved 

in this program and would encourage all emergen~v response a~encies to give 

serious consideration to participation. 

The North Augusta Police Department saw the lack of services to the 

handicapped as a problem, one to which there was a solution through the 

cooperation of the Telephone Pioneers and others. We are glad that we chose 

t f th problem, but to become a D, art of the solution. not to remain a par 0 e -36-
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SAFETY SAr~ PRnJECT 

By Larry R. Putnam 
Spartanburo Police Deoartment 

Traditional methods fdr educatin~ nre-school and school-a~ed child

ren on the importance of safety have met with some success ;n the Spartan-' 

burg community. 

School and Police Department safety r>ro~rams have made a tremendous 

impact on making children aware of safety, ,vet in 1980 there were some 

ten or more traffic-related accidents involvin9 school-aped children. For 

a city the size .of SDartanbur<], which is relatively small, that number is 

both alarming and significant. 

In order to heighten deoartment activities in the area of safety 

awareness, and to better encourage children to or'actice safety,. we began 

to look for more creative and innovative ways to get the safety messa!le 

across. The goal was to decrease, where possible, the rate of accidents 

and subsequent injuries and deaths involvin~ younp neople. 

Until the Spring of 1980, there had been no effective means of 

placing safety education on a level whidi would allow a child to immediately 

identify with these efforts. A bird character, created for this purpose, 

has been so effective that we are willinq to [10 so far as to sGy that the 

character, "Safety Sam, II has been a."child saving device." There is no 

statistical data to back up so strong a statement of confidence in the 

program as .yet. Howe'ler, we believe it is working and \'/orkina well. The 

material presented here will serve as a model or gtiide for departments 

which may wish to develop a similar safet,v pr'orrram. 

CHA~ACTER SELECTION 

Care should be taken in selectin~ the character that will be used. 

Remember that first imrressions are lasting ones. The character in itself 
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can be the key to a successful nroqram. In choosinq the character, keep 

in mind that it should be easily identifiable, non-ethnic, colorful, ha~e 

a friendly or hapoy appearance, and a catchy name. All of these thin~s 

will attract and hold the attention of smaller children. 

CHOOSING THE PERSON 

The Qualities of the person chosen for the character are a critic~l 

consideration. The success of the pro~ram will r€!st on his/her shoulders. 

This person should be creative, resourceful, patient, and have,an tn-depth 

understanding of children. All of these characteristics wi!ll be neces~sary 

for a pro~ram to be successful. 

Children will try the chosen character in every aspect, and he/she 

should be able to handle every situation calmly and without incident. 
. 

Love for the work and the children must show throu0h in every performance. 

COSTm·1E DESIGN 

Prel imi nary sketches of the character shou1 d be dra\,lI'l. There are many 

factors to consider before actual construction be~ins. 

Costume costs can vary from $200 to $1,000. 

r10bility is extremely important. Safety Sam was constructed with this 

in mind. 

Example: The eyeports were located and sized to give maximum vision. 

The wings were constructed so they could operate normally. A small slit 

was made in the under part of the wing, near the wrist. This aids in 

dressing. The suit should be designed to make runnin9, sitting or lyin9 

dm'ln comfortable. Footwear should conform to the character's size, but 
~ 

remember the larger sizes are harder to operate. Snaps were used wHerever 

possible, because zippers may stick or break. 

Size is important in character design. fl. very larqe character, with 
" 

bulky appendages, may be difficult to transport, especially if the operator 
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wishes to dress and then go to an appointed propraM location. Some head 

designs, as in Safety Sam, may result in a muffled or distorte'd voice 

q'uality. If this should be the rase ,"n' the 1 - se ected character, different 

methods of voice amplification can"'be used. A'one watt power amDlifier 

and styrofoam speaker were mounted in the chest cavity of Sam, and these 

operate in conjunction with a head set. The volume control was run down 

the left arm, and a switch was put at hand leve1~for easy volume adjustment. 

!'Jhen des i qni ng the PA system, keep' in mind that it must be removed for 

cleaning of the suit. 

Because perspiration and frequent use are important conSiderations, 

the suit shou1d be constructed of a durable, easy-to-clean fabric. 

Heat is a factor to be aware of in costume design. Remember, if the 

design covers a large area of the body, the temperature inside the suit 

will rise very quickly. ~1ost programs will be condUcted inside, and usual 

building temperatures are from 70° to 80°. D t h ue 0 your c aracter's activities, 
the inside suit temperature may reach well over 100 degrees. 

PROGRAMS AND PROPS 

Programs should be desianed with the age of the children in mind. 

Presentations should be fun as well as educat,·onal. R b eMem er, the younper 

child's attention span is short; therefore, a program embodying three 

or four brief lessons is m~chtnore effective than a longer program cover

inq only one topic. r1any props can be hand made. These help the character 

to put his safety points across. 

Small children scare easily, so getting too close or movin~ too 'fast 

\ can have devastating effects on the program.: 

It hel ps 
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Samls entrance. Costs on this musical production can vary from $0 to $500. 

Program scheduling is also very important. A 30 minute program can be ve~y 

exhausting, because of the heat, wei~ht of the suit, and the high activity 

level. In liqht of these fa C'to rs. , So'fety Sam c:foes no ""orp. than three shows 

per day. 

SPONSORS 

Letters were sent to businesses in the community, requesting donations 

of funds for the Safety Sam program. If your department budget is not set 

up for projeu~ts of this magnitude, sponsors may be a good sou~',ce of funding. 

MEDIA 

Use of tv and radio public service spots. Write 15, 20, and 30 

second commercials on safety. Short tv spots can also be used and can 

be extremely valuable in buildinq a community identity for the character, 

especially in the beginning. 

KICK OFF PROGRAMS 

A program designed to premiere your character is a 900d idea. This 
i 

event can be coordinated with all elementary schools and kinder~artens. 

Town officials and dignitaries will add a special touc~ to this affair. 

MEMORAB r LIA 

At the end of each program, Safety Sam gets everyone to raise his 

right hand and repeat after him, III promis'e to be safe and help my friends 

to be safe. 1I This makes everyone an official member of the Safety Bunch. 

The junior police award is then qiven. This gives the children something 

to remember him by. Leaving something like this after each performance is 

a 1 ways a good idea. ,-' 

For further informat'jon, please contact: 

Offi cer Larry R. Putnam 
Spartanburg City Police Department 
P.O. Box 546 
Spartanburg, SC 29304 
Teleohone: 596-2096 

." 
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JUNIOR POLICE 
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APPENDIX D 

The City of Spartanburg Police Department offers the community 

an exciting new approach to teaching young children safety and Police/ 

Community Reations. 

"Safety Sam", a six foot, bright blue bird, equipped with.his own 

theme song and safety tips, is available to visit schools and co~~unity 

groups upon request. 

The bird's personality is that of Officer Larry Putnam. Officer 

Putnam's total interest, is teaching small children to practice safety. 

Safety Sam's performances are high spirited and utilize many props that 

young children find easy to recognize. 

Emphasis is placed on street safety, general safety in the home and 

school, poison substances, as well as other safety categories. 

This progrart? is aimed at kindergarten through third grade and is a 

free community service. Anyone wishing to invite Safety Sam to take part 

in school or neighborhood programs should call 596-2035. 

The services of Safety Sam can be utilized in many ways. Programs 

can be planned with Safety Sam in mind; he can be a featured guest during a 

planned program: he can simply be asked to visit a group of childre~. 

20 or more children should be in attendance. 

Plan a program for Safety Sam or arrange to have. him visit today. 
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CRn'1S 
CRH1E RECORD HlFORM.L\TI ON MANJl,GE~!ENT SYSTH1 

By Maraaret Becker 
Sumter County Police Department 

and 
SUmter County Sheriff'~ Department. 

The Crime Record Informati on r~ana!=!ement System was developed through 

the joint efforts of the Sumter City Police Department and the Sumter County 

Sheriff's De~ar~ment. Throughout the development, the aporoach has been 

that of shared information. It is essential that each of the aaencies 

maintain its own information separately for statistical purooses. However, 

both agencies reCjuired a common data base for tracking crime oatterns or 

trends across jurisdictional boundaries . 

Initially, Sumter Chief of Police L.I,~. Griffin and Sumter County 

Sheriff Hazel Reeves set UP a committee composed of representatives of both 
,. 

. departments. The commit·:tee. determined both the broad and specific reouire-

ments of the system. The broad requirements were: 

A. Provide immediate information to the officer in the field on 
warrants, stolen Droperty, address index, master name file, 
and incident information. 

B. Maintain information from multinle jurisdictions in a common 
data base, as well as supply sepnrate statistics for each 
jurisdiction. 

C. Provide the ability to do detailed analysis of ~10'S and crime 
trends, generate a list of possible suspects, as well as 
oeriodic statistical analysis of a particula~ crime ty~e or area. 

D. Develop information for use by management for immediate operation
al requirements, evaluation of personnel, and for use in developinq 
mid and long term tactical decisions. 

E. " Supply specifi c support requested by Crime Prevention, Metro 
Druq and Investigation. 

Working with these broad guidelines as a baSis, the commi~tee began 

definin9 the files and the information to be contained in them. This 
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second stage required a great deal of cooperation and compromise. The 

population served by the city is a hiqh density urban area, while that 

served by the county is primarily scattered and rural. Althou~h there 

were many common informational needs, the diverse populations served also 

required separate informational areas for each aqency. As a result, .the 

files were designed with both required and optional information. The 

common portion of the data base is built on the required information and 

the optional fields have been used by each department to tailor the system 

to particular needs. 

CRIMS has been structured so that each function of the system is 

independent. Currently there are fourteen interrelated files. 

1. Warrants 
2. Stolen Property 
3. Ot'lner ID Number 
.4. Calls For Service 
5. Address - Look-Up 
6. Microfilm File 
7. Incident Report File 

8. Suspect File 
9. Property Loss File 

10. Arrest (Booking) File 
11. Traffic Accidents 
12. Dfua Traffic File 
13. Officer Work Load 
14. Warrant Location 

These files can be used together, in any combination, or separately, 

by divisions of either department. The City is the primary user of the 

Traffic Accident File, the County the primary user of the Harrants File, 

and the Metro Drug Unit will be the only user of the Drug File. Currently, 

the County makes use of the capability to keep track of not only the report

ing officer, but also the investigating officer. Statistics can be produced 

for the County on the total number of cases each officer has for investiga

tion, the length of time he has held them, and the disposition of all of 

his cases. p..t present, the City is not usin!1 this option. Since both 

required and optional elements are· always nresent in the common data base, 

both departments can include functions as they are needed. 

The software has been designed to be used either in a centralized 

environment, with data being entered and retrieved from one central point, 
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or in a distributed environment by those who use or generate the data. 

11e are usin~ the di'l:n!:r;ibutted, 'ap!1roa:ch.C~l1s for serv1ce arre entt~red' by 

the Dispatchers from the Communications Room; traffic accidents are entered 

by a Records Clerk; and warrants by the I~arrants Department. The stolen 

property, additional suspect information, and property loss can be main-

. tained by the secretaries in City and County Investi9ations. To maintain 

a consistency in coding, offense reports, suspect information, and bookinps 

for both departments are entered from one central deoartment - Crime finalysis. 

The standards used to code the reports for entry into the computer are . . 
those established by SLED. Data verification, or quality control, is rtln 

daily on data entered by all departments. 

To permit the use of a distributed aoproach, data entry and searches 

are structured so that clerical help, line officers and dispatchers can 

operate the system. To enter new data into a file or update a previous 

file, the system provides a "user-friendly" format of "fill-in ... the-blanks" 

sCNen display. During entry, certain fields are required. The use.r must 

enter data 'in order to proceed. To economize on space whenever possible, 

data elements have been assigned a numeric code. This code is then verified 

and accepted or rejected through the use of extensive computer edits. 

After the data has been verified, the literal translation is displayed on 

the screen for a final verification by the operator. 

Hhenever possible, the computer has been used to replace entry and 

editing that would normally be done by a human operator. Three of the main 

files are Renerated automatically froM data entered in other files. 

A. Each time a Call For Service is entered, the Address Index (or 
Look-Up) is automatically updated. 

8. Entry of an individual's name in the Offense, Arrest or Traffic 
File uodates the index of reoorts on Microfilm File (Master 
Name Index). . 
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C. Entry of a offi cer number in any fi 1 e updates the Offi cer tAlork 
Load File. 

In addition, data entered in one file may update information previously 

entered in other files. Such functions include: 

A. A Bookin~ Report automatically clears o~t the Related Incident 
Report and inserts the date of the booklng. 

B. Entry of a court disposition to the Arrest or Bookin~ File updates 
the Officer ~ork Load File. 

C. Stolen and recovered propert,V value totals are uodated by any 
entry in the Prnperty Loss File. 

Report files are built by the comouter for such statistical reoo~ts as: 

A. Resoonse time analysis. 
B. Cal~s distributioi by shift and day of week. 
C. Status of calls. 
D. Breakdown of crimes by premise type. 
E. Breakdown of crimes by all time elements (day, hour, shift). 
F. Conviction rate. 
G. Race/age of victims/offenders. 
H. ~10nthly summary of Part I crimes broken dml}n by patrol area. 

In addition, the files are designed to permit MO and Crime Trend 

Analysis which will: 

A. 

B. 

Establish all or selected crimes associated with an, individual. 
In addition his current address and physical description will be 
printed out. This report can also be used to create a temrorary 
criminal history on an individual. 

Establish all individuals associated with a oarticular: 

1. Crime 
2. Pre~ise type 
3. Entry/exit location 
4. Weapon type 

C. Establish relationship between a particular area and vehicle. 

Further~ since all files include 

1. Jurisdiction 
2. Patrol area 
3. Grid or census track 
4. Soecific street address 

I 

it is possible to track a particular crime type through:',a neighborhood or 

area even if part of that area is in the City and part 'is in the County. 
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The following sections describe the fi'~es in the system and the )tvpe 
\ .. 
\ 

of reoorts available from them. 
I, 

1. ~i 
The l1arr,ants !=ile has been desi~ned to bJroVide immediate 24-houy

o 
on-

" ". line 'access to warrant information. Information is available by' 

individual name or by warrant number. The majority of inquiries are 

placed b,v dispatchers in resronse to radio requests by officers in 

the feild. This caoability: 

A. Provides ,the officer in the feild immediate information on both 
outstandlnp and served warrants on an individual. 

B. Decreases officer down-time by eliminatinr time consumina hand 
searches of records. . 

C. Gecreases the amount of time the individual is detained if no 
warrants are outstandinp. 

Management reoorts are available by crime type, officer nnd/or 

division serving the warrant, issuinn magistrate, and by those 

warrants received from out of county or sent out of county. 

~. The Stolen Property File has been desipned to provide imediate 24-

hour on-line identification of stolen propert,V. _Information is 
I 

3. 

:. 
available by property type and brqncf name (be. Television _ RCA). 

The majority of inquiries are placed by dispatchers in response to 

radio requests fro~ officers in the field. This capacity provides: 

A. Immediate listin0 of property tY!Je and brand name listed either 
as stolen or recovered property. 

B. Identifying numbers (serial, model, owner 10). 

C. The case number and officer associated with the stolen or recovered property. 

r·1anagement reports are available by geopraphic area, Droperty tyoe, 

and offi cer. 

The Owner Identification File provides 24-hour on-line access to name, 

addres~ and ohone number associated with a niven number. The owner 

I D numbers are ass i gned by the Metro Crime Prevterrtil{)'1'1 ilJnit to ,ai d lrJ 

, 
! 

I. 
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i Ident i fyi ng and recoveri ng stolen property. 

M'linagement reports are available by geographic area and individual 

ri'u~me • 

4. The Calls For Service Fi1~ provi·des 24-hour on-line access to calls 

received in dispatch. Dispatchers enter the calls into the computer 

as the calls come in. Th,t: cards used by dispatch are prenumbered. 

The numbers on the card become the case number assigned to the Incident 

Report, Booking Report and Stolen Property Report. This consistent 

numbering system traces how the department (including dispatch) has 

handled a case. It also provides us with the capability of quickly 

developing complete data on all phases of a case for use in court, 

investigations, and in responding to inquires from citizens. 

5. Infor'matton on violent crimes is entered automatically in an Address 

File. The Calls For Setvice and Addness File provides us with the 

capability of: 

A. Identifying a ca'" and itls related information from the address 
alone. 

B. The Address File can provide: 

1. Listing of all occurrences at a given address 
2. All addresses with 3 or mare occuY'rences within the last 90 days. 

C. Statistical summaries of 
1. Response time 
2. Status of calls 
3. Geograph~c distribution of calls 
4. Time distribution of calls 

In addition the Off~c~r Work Load File is updated by ~ach call to show -, -
fir~t, second and third responding Qfficers. 

6. Th,e Microfilm Look.:.Up File provides inmediate 24-hour on-line listing 

of all Incident Reports, arrest, and traffic accidents associated 

with a given name. Information available includes complete name, 

case number, date of occurrence, status, and location of complete 
-50-
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record on microfilm. 

The,Incident Report File provides 6n-line information on an incident. 

This file includes combrehensive information 
r ' 

1.' Address of occurrence 
2~ Complainant 
3. Vechi1e involved 
4. weapbn involved 
5. Premise 
6. Methods of entry/exit 
7. fieocodes 
8. Officers involved with the incident 
9. Status {active, cleared by arrest, etc.} 

10. Related cases 

,,~ "', 

'This ,file is used to generate a daily recan or IIhot-sheet ll of crimes 

for: 

1. A given period. 
2. A given area. 

'3. A given premise type 

In addition, this file upda'tes the ~~icrofi1m Name Look-uB. and the 

Officer Hork Load. This file works in conjl'nction with the Suspect 

and Property Loss File to provide a detailed description of the 

incident. Each of these files can be,updated by secretaries in City 

and County Investigations as new information is developed. 

The Suspect File provides on-line information on suspects. The file 

includes complete physical description, address, name, and aliases. 

The .E,ropert.Y Loss File provides informatipn on stolen,andrecovered 

property for each case. The total val ue stol,en/recovered and the 

percent of recovery are updated with each entry. 

The Arrest File provides on-line information on arrests. This file 

includes comprehensive information on: 

A. Person Arrested 

1. Name and alias 
2. Physical description 
3. Social Security Number 
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Lt·. Address 
5. Fingerprints 

B. Address of Arrest 

C. Status Of Case in Judical System 

D. Arresting Officer 

This file also updates the Microfilm Name Look-Uo and the Officer 

140rk Load Files. I'!hen used with offense, prolJerty loss, and suspect, 

reoorts can be aenerated to orovide: . . 
1\. A complete criminal histo~y for an individual - includi~g t~ose 

cases where he was a suspect, but there Nas never enou9h eVldence 
for an arrest. Included in the reoort is a cOMPlete physical 
description. 

B. A list of individuals associated with a particu1ar crime. 

C. Statistical information on how officers are handling their cases. 

,l1.. list of cases pendin~ before the court and the officer who 
made the arrest (or investigattons). . 

D. 

E. Uni form Crime Report - Thi s report is pener.ated along the format 
and guidelines provided by SLED. 

The Arrest File also provides the ability to suppress the rrinting of 

juvenile names on reports. 

11. The Traffic Accident File provides on-line information on accidentB. 

The file includes information on: 

A. Names of drivers 
B. Vehicle types 
C. Venicle and nronerty damar.e 
D. Address of o~cu~ren~e (includin~ intersecting street) 

Tti'lS file also updates the Mi~rofi1m Name Look.:.Up and the .Q.fficer Hark 

Load File. Reoorts can be aenerated to provide~ . . 
A. Statistical summary of all on and off-street accidents by: 

1. Total number of all accidents 
2. Time or day of week 
3. Vehicle type 
4. Location 

B. Statistical sUlTlTlary of injuries, deaths and property damag~~ 
-52-
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12. The Dru~ Traffic File provides the ~etro Dru~ Unit with the calJability 

of identifyinfj major suppliers by: 

A. Name or alias 
B. Physical descriotion 
C. Vehicle . 
D. Drug type 

This file is a limited access file available only to the Drug Unit. 

Access is through a series of passworrls supplied by the Drug Unit 

and changed on a random basis. 

13. The Offi cer I~ork Load Fi 1 e provi des i nformat ;:on on: 

A. Activity of each officer 
B. Status of cases assigned to each officer 

This file is generated automaticafly from Calls For Service, Incident 

File, Arrest File and Traffic File. 

The flexibility provided by the required and ol')tional fields make it 

pos~ible to tailor the software to agencies' specific needs. To date the 

sys tem has been (or is in the process of bei n!J) tra.ns ferred to two South 

Carolina agencies, one in I'Jest Virginia and one in New Jersey. It is under 

consideration by agencies in Ohio, New York, New Jelrsey and Florida. 
\ 

A large measure of the succe~s of the Sumter project must be attributed 

to Chief Griffin and Sheriff Reeves. From the onset of the project, they 

provided the commitment, flexibility and sunport necessary for the develop

ment of a computerized information system. They have made available, on 

an on-going basis, neoDle from various departments to aid in developinp 

the system. 

In q-<;Iditiun, tbey have initiated departmental chat1pes in support of 
"J 

" the project. The primary chanpes were those of usinp dispatchers to enter 

the calls for service cards at the' time of the call and in usin~ pre-numbered 

cards in dispatch and in assianin~ that number to all related reports. 
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(The use of this uniform number,'ng system ,'s b' d e1ng a opted by agencies 

in ~Jest Virginia and New Jersey.) 

Our aporoach to shared information has 9iven us a flexible and 

comprehensive storage, retrieval and analysis of records. Future growth 

is assured throuph the use of the interrelated core design. The use of 

both required and o9tional information allows multiple a~encies to share 

a common data base while tailorin9 it to individual needs. The CRH~S 

system developed in Sumter has an excellent potential for transferability 

to other small to mid-size agencies with similar needs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

BEAUFORT HABY-SITTING CLINIC 

By J.L. Altman Jr., Chief 
Heaufort Police Department 

A new public safety pro~ram was introduced in Beaufort in the fall 

of 1980. It is co-sponsor~d by the Police Department and Recreation 

Department. 

Due to the economic situation in the country today, mothers are 

havin~ to seek work to hell) support the family. In Beaufort County child-
" ren as young as seven years of age are required to do full-time bab'y-

sitting. The clinic is an effort to train children to do the best job 

possible. 

THE PROJECT 

The baby-sitting clinic is an eight-hour course, offered in one and 

one-half hour segments two nights a week. The sessions are desianed'with , ~. 

a fast-moving, full schedule to hold the attention of the younger parti-

c i pants. It is free and open to boys and gi r'l s aoes 10 ,to 18 (though some 

of the youths attending were nine-year-olds). 

Instructors include a ohysician, emergenc'y technician, law enforce- ~ 

ment personnel, firemen and a member of the drug and alcohol commission. 

Courses include basic child care for small children, including feed

ing, bathing, safety (babies in cribs, toddlers about the home and in 

regular beds, diapering, toys, hi~hchairs, doors/locks, stairs, Dins, 

small objects and pets.) 

Instruction on use of the phone in reporting emer~encies to police, 

fire, ambulance, family ~octor, poison, etc. A list of the telephone 

numbers is provi ded. 

First aid is taught ~y an Emer!lenc,Y ~Aedical Technician. Emergency 
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procedures are given for choking, cuts, bleeding, burns, mashed fingers, 

animal bites, convu'lsions, fevers and drowning. 

One evening the doctor talks on children's illnesses and exrlains 

recognize child apuse and neglect, malnutrition and medicines. One speak

erdiscusses how to recognize people under the influence of druos/alcohol 

and advises the participants not to accent a ride home with them. The 

movie "Amy" is shown. 

A 1 ecturer from the Beaufort County ~1enta 1 Health Cl ink instructs 

youth on how to react to stressful situations. A speaker fro~ the Fire 

Department advises them on what to do when fire is discovered in the home. 

Graduation certificates are awarded and si~ned by the Chief of Police 

and the City Recreation Director. 

The program was well received both by parents and organizations in 

the corrmunity. There halle be~n requests from churches and schools to hold 

classes for them. 

It has also reached children who are baby-sittinn and have had problems 

and allowed these sitters to receive help and counselin~. 

The program !'Jrovides trained baby-sitters in the community and 

improves public safety. If one child's life can be saved by this free 

progr~m, our efforts will not have been in vain. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CITY CENTER SURVEY 

A Joint Project Of: 

The City of Columbia 
Columbia Police Department 
Downtown Action Council and Club 
U.S.C. College of Criminal Justice 
Authors: Dr. James G. Fraser and Dr. Thomas Cook 
Data Processing: William Lamprey 

The Downtown Action Council (an affiliate of the Greater Calumbia 

Chamber of Commerce) contacted the Columbia Police Department in April, 

1980, about the conduct of "an informational survey to help identify spe

cific problems". The Department asked The College of Criminal ,Justice, 

U.S.C. to join these discussion, and a statement of objectives was 

callaboratively developed. The purpose of the survey, it stated, would be: 

- To assess the safety and security. of the Downtown area as perceived 
by persons who work or live there; 

- To establish the pattern of activity of DowntO\l/n employees, and 
to attemp1) to identify aspects of the Downtown area which neg
atively affect them; 

- To develop the data necessary to consider the follm'/ing. questions: 

(1) How perceived safety/security compares to the frequan~v 
of crimes reported to the !'Jo1ice; 

(2) Whether law enforcement resources should be deployed dif
ferently to improve actual/perceived safety in the area;, 

(3) Hhether, other conditions in the Downtm.,rn area need atten
tion, in the view of persons who work or live there. 

The Bxperience of the Police Qlepartment, and its incident records established 

bas i c framel'lork of the survey r The Coll ege des i gned the questi ona ire, 
J 

which the City printed, andihe Universitys" data processing services 
"; 

f 
managed the mountain of r~sulting data. The manpower of the Downtown 

Action Council distributed and recollected the survey forms and prompted 

the cooperation of all downtown business. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS 

The City Center Survey was administered in the late fall of 1980. 

Collection of responses cOntinued into the spring of 1981, and analysis 

of the data -Was' completed in June of 1981. The survey questionnaire 

consisted of 71 questions. 

A serious effort was made to reach all persons working dr residing 

in the area bounded by Assembly, Sumter, Gervais, and Eli'lNlood streets. A 

total of 2476 valid responses were received, which is a sufficient. number 

to suggest that the result at the time of the survey adequately represented 

the target group. 

Approximate}y 60% of the respondents \'Iere female, and nearly 90% 

were white. Their median age was 33. Typically they were longtime Columbia 

a rea res i dents who had worked D.owntown for a number of years. rl\br\llt 75% 

described themselves as employees, while less than 25% were owner's or 

managers. Nearly 60% worked ;n professional or financial services. Anot~er 

20% were in retail sales and 16% were in government work at various levels. 

The respondents typi ca lly t>lOrked a standard' 9-to-5 day, and a 1 arge 

majority commuted to work by car. Their wOl'kday was usually interrupted 

only by lunch, business-related contacts, and incidental shopping or 

other small errands. They appeared to have well-established daily routines 

and di d not spend extra time Downtown either before or after \'lOrk. 

SURVEY TOPICS. 

The survey attempted to characterize the attitudes and opinions of 

respondents in five major areas: anxiety/fE!ar of crime; assessment of 

police performance; adequacy of employer crime prevention efforts~ traffic 

and parking problems; and general perceptions of the Downtown area. The 

response patterns and the implication of t.hese results are discussed 

seriatim below. 
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ANXIETY/FEAR OF CRIME 

Only a small minority of the respondents indicated feeling unsafe or 

insecure Downtown. The only serious crime that respondents both feared 

and thought rather likely was robQery. Other serious crimes such as per

sonal or sexual assault were perceived as being quite unlikely. There 

was little concern about shoplifting or employee theft. 

On the other hand, there was considerable concern about minor nui-

sance-producing behaviors such 35 lOitering or harnssment. These behaViors 

were also perceived as being fairly likely to occur ,in the Downtown area. 

In a similar vein, there was widespread concern about vandalisn against 

automobiles. 

ASSESSMENT OF POLICE PERFOR~1ANCE 

Respondents wel"e asked to assess aspects of the performance of the 

Columbia Police Department: protection of workplaces; effective handling 

of security problems, prompt response to call; and helpfulness in service 

roles. In each case the response consisted of agreeing or disagreeing 

with a statement descdbing police performance in a positive way, e.g., 

"The police respond quickly to calls." Agreements outweighed disagreements 

in all categories by large margins of 3-to-l or more, sometimes approaching 

4 or 5-to-l. 

~1a1es rated police performance most highly. Females (and especially 

black females) were less inclined to do so. But responses from all groups 

clearly favored the police. 

This strong vote of confidence given to the Columbia Police Department 

is compatible with the relative lack of uneasiness about crime reflected 

in the results described ;n the precnding section. 
'-' 
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ADEQUACY OF EMPLOYI!. 

At the same time, it 

: ~. ~ 'I !. 
'J . .;. . : .1 VENTION Ef~uUI 

r from the survey that Downtown employers 

could do a great deal more in tile area of crime prevention. Although a 

slight majority of respondents found crime prevention efforts "~dequatell 

at their workplaces, em~loye~s frequently found crime prevention measures 

less adequate than owners/managers did, and they often had limited know

ledge of what owners/managers were doing to prevent crime. Nearly 40% 

of the respondents reported an absence of crime prevention training or 

a lack of specific information about security rrecautions at their work

place. 

This is therefore an area where more careful planning and training 

should be done. Closer cooperation between owners/managers and ,the Police 

Department could not only help prevent crimes, but also increase the objec

tivity of employees' already constructive attitudes about crime and the 

police. 

TRAFFIC AND PARKING PROBLEMS 

With the large number of respondent£ traveling to work by themselves 

in personal cars, there was an understandable concern about parking con

venience and "ehicle safety/security Downtown. A lar'qe majority of respond

ents either already did or would have been willing to pay a monthly charge 

for reserved parking. However, general fear of vandalism against cars 

extended to cars parked in garages as well as cars parked on the street, 

There was some tendency to view the areas frequently traversed by 

foot between parking places and workplaces as unsafe or undesirable areas, 

especially when they were on Assemble Street. This may be related to the 

concern about harassment and to the tendency to 1 eave the DowntO\oJn area 

at the same time that other workers do. 

~-.-
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Optimal length of parking meters and strictness of enforcement were 

topics of some disagreement between employees and owner /managers. Employ

ees quite naturally favored longer meters and less strict enforcement. 

However, it is not certain that shorter meters and stricter enforcement 

could'do very much to stimUlate business Downtown. Th ese steps may merely 
encourage meter feeding by employees. 

GENERAL PERCEPTIONS OF DOWNTOttJN AREA. 

Respondents as a group had no particular complaints about the Down-
town area, They not only tended to feel safe and seCUre there, but also found 

the general arrangement ~ppealing and attractive. The only specific 

Downtown t)"ait disliked by more than 25% of the respondendts was the early 

closing hours. 

On the other hand, the respondents typi ca lly found shoppi ng malls 

at least as appealing as the Downtown area and somewhat more convenient. 

Convenience of parking was seen as an especially attractive feature of 

malls. Bllt it is likely that numerous respondents were forced to shop 

at rna 11 s s imply because Downto\'1n shopping may not suit thei r busy dai ly 

schedules, particularly at the beginning or end of the day. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The City Center Survey yeilded no great SUrprise, but neither did 

it merely confirm the obvious. In addition to helping explain why patronag~ 

of some Downtown businesses is suffering despite widespread positive 

feelings about the safety, security, and general atmosphere Downtown, it 

also suggested several constructive courses of action. 

In the areas Of safety and security, the survey suggested the implemen-
\ ' 

tation of more cri~'~i prevention plannin!l and training, especially for the. 
\ ' 
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benefit of ernpl.o.yees. 1:.' ".;" :ie a fruit I".' . " cooperation 

between owners/managers ana ~;1 ,,, i ce Department, 

The survey did not specifically address the viability of the City Cen-

ter as a retail business location, but the results can be usefully considered 

from thdt perspective. First, it does not appear likely that much of an 

increase in patronage from Downtown employees can be expected, as their 

schedules seem to be well established. Secondly, fear of crime would not 

appear to be a deterrent to shopping Downtown, but it is likely that the 

places City Center workers find dis:tasteful v/hile walking from parking 

areas woulp be equally offensive to potential shoppers. And the expectation 

of observing loiterers and experiencing verbal harassment reported by 

workers (particularly women) would certainly be sUfficient to repel some 

potential customers from the area. Freedom from these annoyances offered 

by adjacent parking in supervised garages was st 'gly endorsed by employees 

and probably wou1 d be even more att'r'active to shoppers. 

The problem of loitering and congregating near businesses needs to 

be addressed through novel design approaches by building owners and mer

chants. While the police can intervene in cases of illegal behavior, 

they must not infringe on the rights of any law-abiding citizen. Therefore, 

seeking ways to voluntarily reduce loitering is the best way to solve 

'this problem. 

The Dm'mtm'1n area is clearly evolvinr towarc an even heavier concer-

tration fo financial and professional service establishments or offices 

ancillary to government, rather than retail sa1es. Long-range planning 

for the City Center should give careful consideration to preserving the 

sense of safety and security which now 'f:xists, and take creative steps 

to correct the sources of dissatisfaction or concern through appropriate 

public or private channels. Additonal research should be done to determine 
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what goals and expecations can rea1istica11y be set for the Downtown area. 

EPILOGUE 

Subsequent to the release of the survey results, all three of the 

parti ci pating ol"oanizuti ons have uti lized ·the"res'u1'ts. The Department 

has found 'the survey helpful in injecting greater realism into debate 

of discussion of the downtown area. The DAC has found the results useful 

in urging its members to consider methods to improve the City Center 

through positive efforts. The College is currently using the results as 

a basic for additional research by graduate students to improve knowledge 

of what creates perceptions of danger or safety. The Complete compilation 

of numerical data from the City Center Survey exists in tabular form and 

may be obtained from the 

Office of Agency Research and Service 

College of Criminal Justice 

University of South Carolina 

Columbia, South Carolina 29208 

Phone: 777-7097 

please allow approximately 10 days, as copies are made as requested. OARS / 

. College of Criminal Justice is prepared to assist a small number of other de

partmetlts in South Carolina in the conduct of simil i ar surveys. 
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MODIFIED P/lTROL STRATEGIES 
By Roge r E. Poston, Ch lef 
Florence Police Deoartment 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEf1 

Since late 1979 the Florence Police Department has faced 5tea~v 

curtailments in its~asoline allotment due to budqetary restraints 'imposed 

by the city. As a result, the Deoartment has had to adjust its traditional 

method of random patrol. 

At first, officers were required to park their vehicles for a 

portion of an hour unless on call. This worked a hardship, since weather 

conditions sometimes made it necessary for the officer to idl.e tlte citr 

for his comfort. 

/l,S budgetary conditions became more strillflent during 1980, other 

means were s('lllqht to meet the problem. Certain routine services such as 

money escorts 'and' assistance tn the Salvation Ar~v were discontinued. 

The number of patrol units on the 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. shift was kept to a 

minimum. The Denartment began shifting to comoacts and even a sUbcompc-:,;t 

patrol vehicle. The communications center began an intensive screening of 

calls for service and attempted to handle calls which didn't reouire an 

on-scene investigation by ohone. Two down-town walking beats were reinstated .. 

These have now been reolaced by the use of a Cushman Three Ii/heeler. Also, 

three police-type motorcycles Here purchased and the orevious1.v disbanded 

Traffic Unit was reactivated. 

POSSIBLE snLUTInNS 

The next step was for the 7 n.m. to 3 ~.~. shift natrol units to park 

their vehicles at the district fire stations and to wait inside unless on 

call. This eased the gas shortaqe~problem but created others. First, 
" \ ... 

the community soon noticed the lack of daytime patrols. Also, the previously 

oro-active patrol officers became quickly disenchanted with the lack of 
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activity. This called for close scrutiny by the Deoartment. 

Several possible courses of action were considered. First, we tould 

try to curb our routine patrols on one shift only - the 7 am";', t 3 
•• i 0 p.m. 

shift. Previous experience had shown thot lirnibttion!; tmf'Jos.ed',nn-:t:lnly one 

shift would provide the necessar'y savin9s in gas. He also found 1:hat over 

52% of the residential house-breakings were during the daylight hours. 

Also, the Neighborhood Watch Proprams were raoidlv becoming more. rtmp(J)'rtan't, 

as the number had more than doubled in the oast .vear in the city. 

r10DIFIED PATROL 

Hith all this in mind, a new olan for oatrol ~/as ;nst~:/}{J(ted, \1lJne 1 ~ 

1981. This plan called for officers on the 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. shift to 

park their cars at preselected sites in their zones and to continue their 

patrol on foo~ returninqto their cars to respond to calls. The sites 

selected for foot patrol were primarily the downtown district, shoppinp 

centers, city parks and aoartment complexes. These sites were selected 

on the basis of the pedestrian traffic, incidence of criminal activity 

and ,feasibility of foot patrol. Officers were encouraged to meet with 

the public whenever possible. P t 1 't . a ro unl s were furnished with 'crime pre-

vention, bicycle' safety and related literature to distribute to citizens 

and chil dren they encountered. Offi cers were instructed to vis it mercha'nts, 

recreation areas, community centers and simila-r locati"""'1'< '''0· . t t .. 
UII~ ~ con ac cltlzens. 

It is hoped that increased police-citizen interacti'lon o'fa 'postti'v,e 

nature will improve community relntions. As in the Team Police Concept, 

the idea was to move the !Jatrol officers and the citizens closer to~ether. 
The benefits should be lonp-term. 

acceptance and appreciation. 

r 

I 

I 

~ 
I 

and the ci t; zens shou 1 d grow. Another ant; c; nated bliihefi t ; s the reduct; on i. 
of daytime residential break-ins and larcenies narti'Cularl~1 durin9 the It 

Ihus far, the orogram has won public 

Coooeration and trust between both the police 
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summer when such incidents increase. 

As this proqram has been in effect only a short time, it is not 

possible to totally evaluate its success or failure. At a time when the 

Florence Police Deoartment must seek new procedures to meet new demands, 
, 

it apoears that we are at leas; on the riaht track. 
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OPER/l.TION I BITE' 

By Soenc.er Guerry 
Georgetown Police Department 

The basis for effective crime prevention is that the citizens of the 

,community, who are the potential victims, must initiate action to reduce . . 
the opportunity for a crime to occur. Li kewi seQ \'Ihen a crime does occur 

the citizen should report the crime and, where anolicable, aid in the 

apprehension and prosecution of the criminal. To further stimulate this 

, needed citizen involvement, the Georgeto~..fn Policg qenartment began "Operation 

BITE" on ~~ay 1, 1981. 

1I0peration BHEII is an anonymous crime reportin9 system u:tilizing an 
(~ 

automatic teleohone answerinq device. ,Citizens call in with information, ! ' .• 

usjng our special telephone number, 527-BITE. The telephone number suffix, 

i::dI!C'" comes from the tlational Council on Crime and DeliQuency (NCCD) and 

the National Ad Council's "Take a Bite rut of Crime" media campaign. 

In Georgetown, we fel t the ti e-in with the nati onal "Take P, Bite (lut ' 

'ofCr,ime ll campaign would reinforce to the public "Oneration BITE" and· 

our crime prevention prograQl. (Additionally, we could utilize the advertisinn 

aids offered by ~ICCD and the Ad CO:,lncil \'~;~;;thminor modifications, thus 

reducin~ expenses. For example, a local billboard company agreed to display 

"Operation BITE's" telephone number on the "Takf;\ A Bite Out of Crime" 
\'> 

billboards in Georgetown. 

Other items to be used are free camera-read.v advertisements for 

publ;~ation in newspa!"lers and ma!1azines. These can be modified to suit 

the local needs, as can public service radio spots available from NCCD 

and the Ad Couhcil. 

The operating procedures are (,as follows: Citizen calls in with 

information, and this action activates the "message received li~ht" on the 
(I 
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device. The message tape is reviewed daily by authorized police personnel 

to determine if a message has been received. A \,/ritten 10~ is kept of all 

valid information that is received. The log contains the date call!:; to/ere 

received, contents of the calls, what member of the police department received 

the information and the date. 

An important point that is stressed to the public is that individuals do 

not have to identify themselves and that the information received is kept 

confidential. 

The cost of initiating such a program as "Operation BITE" is minimal. 

The only equipment needed is an automatic telephone answering device and 

a separate in-coming telephone line. The answering device was purchased 

locally for $176, and will record an incoming message up to three (3) 

minutes. One problem with the device is that the outgoing message capacity 

is limited to approximately eighteen (18) seconds, and this is not enough' 

time to adeouately exo1ain the service to the citizen calling. 

The other costs incurred have been in advertising. While the out

door billboards were free, the city did have to pay for the printin~ of 

the telephone number that is placed at the bottom of the billboard. 

Also, a number of bumper stickers were printed with the number 527-BITE 

aDd McGruff, the Crime Dog. Finally, business cards are to be imprinted 

with Operation BITE's telephone number and other information, which 

officers will distribute to the public. 

The operation would not be a reality if not for the cooperation of 

other organizations in the community. Genera1 Telephone and Equipment (GTE) 

issued the requested telephone number. Also, they published the number 

inside the front cover of the telephone directorY along with local emerg

ency numbers as well as in two other directory locations. 

Peterson Outdoor Advertising has been very helpful with providing 
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the billboards. They have displayed six siems in Geor~etown since the 

program's beginninq ..• Local n d d ewsoapers an. ra io stations have constantly 

pushed "flperation BIIE"dn public service announcements. 

To date, "ODeration BITEII has resulted in one arrest which cleared 

up two :;eoara.te incidents of !lrand lay-cen,v of autos. The stolen items 

were returned to the owners, and restituti:on was made for damage to one 

auto. Other calls have also yielded information wh'ich is still beinf.:1 

investigated. 

Imnortant as the future arrests a~~\d convi cti ons to be made from 

It()peration BITE" are 11 ' . ~ equa. 'lJl r.mportant :i!s t-he grm'Ji!ng awareness: af dti'z'e-ns 

of their rv1e incr'ime prevention and control. The oublic can no more 

'place sole l-'esponsib1ity for cdme control on the oolice. Local citizens 

are being educated to the idea that they must help prevent crime and, 

. when a crime does occur, to aid in the apprehension of the criminal by 

providing needed information to the oolice. 

For additional information, contact Sp8~er/r,uet'rJ,l'3eoroetown 

Police Department, (803) 546-4141. 
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I NTRODUCTI ON 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANNUAL REPORT 

By Johnny ~"ack Brown 
Greenville County Sheriff 

During 1977, the Greenville County Sheriff's Department began search-

ing fOl~ methods to improve internal and e}'!ternal means of corrmunications. 

After extensive examination, a system tic/as developed with a two-fold 

purpose. First, an internal publication was developed and titled "Command 

Staff Handbook." This handbook consisted of crime statistics, fleet 

acdde'nt rates, clearance rates, salaries, patrol districts, and budgetary 

information. These handbooks were issued to all supervisors to facilitate 

the flow of information to all denartment members. To have well informed 

denartment members is a prime concern, particularly when dealing with 

information generated by the department. 

Once the handbook was evenly distributed, we were able to realize a 

second purpose. This consisted of utilizing the sUberviso~y staff in a 

contact role with the public. They were encouraqed to seek opportunities 

to address civic and community groups to discuss Sheriff's Deoartment 

operation. Using their handbooks, they had a reo.d.Y source of reference 

material and were able to resoond quickly and accurately to the community's 

questions. 

In this manner, the department beqan to open up channels of .c0111Pluntca

tion with the public. 

Once this system had been in operation for approximately two years, 

a need was felt to expanrl the information and format. 

TH E ANNUAL REPORT 
;/ 

Researchin~ other jurisdi ctions across the country, an expanded for-

mat was developed, and patterned after the concept of an annual report. 

.- I 
'.I 
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.Information to be\>ublished in the Annual Report was greatly increased 

over that contained in the Command Staff handbook, and the number of copies 

increased from 30 to 800 . 

. The purpose of the expandet'Jistribution was to allow the Department 
" 

to give the annual report directly to civic groups, community groups and 

businesses. This greatly increased the flow of information to the pub1 1c 
and was accomplished in an orderly manner. 

The first Annual Report was published in 1980 to summarize the year 

1979 from the department's standpoint. The second Annual Report was pub

lished in 1981 foi the year of 1980. It contains not only crime statistics 

but also articles on various divisions within the Department, special 

operations, and an &ssessment of department co'ncerns. This gives the public 

an in-depth vte'N of department operati ons and a 9reater understandi n~ of 

pur capabilities. 

As an addition to the sUDervisor outreach program, the Annual Report 

has created an interest on its 01",n. The number of coo'ies for 1980 was 

increased from 800 to 11 00 to accommaclate tee growing demand. The Report 

serves as its own self contained information Ulilit, allowing the deoartment 

to communicate itsyearly activities to the public and other agencies with 

ease. 

The, Annual Beport is printed,by a private printing company. All 'other 

work is dorte in-house, including all written coPY, nhotography, and layout. 

Public reception has been extremely complimentary, and every indica

tion is that it is fulfilling its pur~ose. 
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SHERIFF'S RADIn BROADCASTS 

Sheriff James R. Metts 
Lexington County She'riff's Department 

In the late 1960's amrl early 1970's law enforcement apencies 

became increasingly aware of the public's need for useful, practical informa

tion about the law in its relation to the police, on the one hand, and the 

citizens themselves, on the other. Throu~h a variety of oublic information 

and public relations rrorroms, some of the more proqressive a~encies beran 

to take on an active educational role. nver the years this has become an 

acceDted part of the police public service function, and the public now 

welcomes the effort of la,'I erlforceme_nt arencies to disseminate information 

about law-related topics. I~ne eV'idence of this is the success of commun

ity crime prevention proRrams or other similar attempts to reach out to the 

public. As a consouence, the public is more accepting an~ understandin9 

1f law enforcement and its oroblems, and is more likely to become actively 

involved in assistin!J the police in vadous ways. However,. relatively 

little has been done in most localities to use the mass media to enha~ce 

and expand the educational role of law ~nforCDment. 

It was \<Jith this in mind that the Sheriff of Lexinl:'ton County, Or. 

James R. Metts, decided to experiment with radio broadcasts. In 1972, 

shortly after becominn She,r1ff, Dr. ~1et:ts initiated a weekly talk show on 

HCAY radi o. Th i s sho\1J has conti nued for nearl y n; ne yea'rs. The format of 

the show is open dicussion and response to telephone call-ins. The lenetth 

of each show is 10 - 15 minutes. 

In 1981 Dr. ~1etts decided to exoarid the outreach effort by intiating \; . . . 
I 

additional radio broad~asts. These additional braodcasts are in a short 

lecture format and deal with tonics of interest or imnortan'Ce to the citi-

zenry in the areas of law, law enforcement, crime preventi'Dn, or criminal 
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justice in general. Each "/eek there are twelve such broadcasts on LHS 

radio and five oroadcasts on I~SCQ radio. Tne ~JIS broadcasts are 90 seconds 

long, and the WSCQ broadcasts are 150 seconds lonj. The estimated 

audience is 20,000 or more adults per broadcast on wscn and somewhat higher 

on W(S. The broadcasts on these two stations, to!Jether 

more than 100,000 adults ber week. 

rrray reach 

Advantages of this method of reaching out to the Dublic are numerous. 

The main advanta~e is that a larpe number of people are reached ve~y 

efficiently and effectively, representina a broa~ cross-section of area 
" 

residents. This prQvidesa useful supplement to the crime prevention infor-

mation that all citizens or businesses can receive in oerson by contacting 

the Crime Prevention Unit of the Sheriff's Department andrequestin9 an on

site visit. 

Reauests for on-site crime prevention visits have increased considerably 

since the broadcasts bepan. Other evidence of the public's appreciation 

of the broadcasts has included oraise from several public officials. One 

such instance was a letter of testimonial from State Senatee Alex Sanders 

dated June 24, 1981. Senator Sanders wrote: 

(:.:. 

Dear Sheriff ~etts: 

I heard your radio nrogram on WIS last ni9ht in which you discussed 
the ~1iranda,Escobedo, and t'athiason cases. Hhen X first heard this 
pro0ram announced, I thouqht: "Here come another cop complaining about 
the law and advocating the repeal 9f everything from the ~~agna Carta 
to the Bill of RiC')hts. 1I I was wrong. I found the discussion of these 
cases to be\\I?",l(cellent and comnletelv accurate." I commend you for a 
job well drnne in rendering this public service. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Sanders. 

\ 
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The follm'v'ing topics were all covered on tIns radio during the first 

six months of the current series of broadcast: 

Juvenil e crime 

Perspectives:' on law 
enforcement 

Plea bargaining 

Classification of crime (I) 

Types of pol.ice units 

Apartment searches 

Drug control laws (I) 

The extent of unreported crime 

Child abuse 

Public apathy about crime 

Confidence games 

Restitution programs 

Phone calls by suspects 
and arrestees 

Police use of deadly force 
,I 

Alcohol control legislation 

Illegal gambling 

Pornography 

Classification of crimes (II) 

How to make a will 

Laws regarding contracts 

Police professional ethics 

Types of federal courts 

Laws regarding dirt bikes 

In-service training of officers 

The criminal justice system 

Constitutional sources of police 
powers 

The death penalty 

Function of court employees 

Gun control legislation 

Blue laws 

Factors affecting the frequency 
of crime 

The Bill of Rights 

Status offenders 

The First Amendment 

Crime and the elderly 

THe nature of law 

Murder and homicide rates 

Handgun legislation 

Noise control legislation 

Drug control laws (II) 

Eyewitness testimony 

Shoplifting 

Law regarding buying and selling 
of houses 

Home improvement frauds 

The jury system 

The Fourth .4mendmellt 

Reser~e officer programs 
.. 

What to do if raped 
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How laws change 

Legislation in relation to 
law enforce!J1ent 

Lega7 protection of mental 
incompetents 

The following topics were all covered on HSCQ during a recent three
month period: 

Crime Prevention tips (r) 

Law enforcement, change, 
and progress 

Factors influencing crime 

The Fifth Amendment (I) 

Police informants 

Arrest powers 

Computer crime 

Types of \lrarrants 

Auto repairs frauds 

Bonding orocedures 

P}"operty ri ghts 

What to do if yap have an 
auto acci dent 

Laws regarding slan~er 

Legal costs 

What to do if your car 
is stolen 

Crimes of the future 

Public involvement and cooperation 

Laws re~arding search and seizure 

Routine police stops 

Driving under the influence 

Charity frauds 

Crime Prevent'ion tips (II) 

Drug abuse 

Court delays 

Trial procedures 

Types of defenses 

Psychiatric examination of suspects 

The Fifth Amendment {II) 

Liability of property owners 

Consumel~ protection against faulty 
merchandise 

In conclusion, it should be stated that this experiment in using the 
',:-

mass media to expand the educational rol~ of law enforcemerit has been a 

success. However, the particular form that such programs ought to take 

depends considerably on the stYle and persnna1it." nf the nerson involved. 

Other police administrators should be encouraged to experiment with whatever 
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typical broadcast. 

Apartment Searches 

I f 'you 1 i ve in an apa rtment complex, a recent S. C. Supreme Court 

decision may interest you. 

In a small town in South Carolina, nolice had an arrest warrant for 

a suspect. Police could not qet anyone to come to the susnect's apartment 

door and could not find any sign that someone was inside. 

Police persuaded the apartment manaqer to let them in. 0fficers 

found no sign of the susnect, but did see and confiscate some stolen goods. 

The suspect was later arrested. The suspect was convicted, but apoealed 

his case, claiming that the officers had illegally entered his apartment. 

The S.C. Supreme Court agreed and overruled the conviction. The 

Court held that an apartment manager's right to enter a tenant's apartment 

does not give him the ri ght to consent to entry by 1 a\~ enforcement offi cers. 

The nolice can enter a suspectls residence only when there is reason to 

believe the susoect is within. The police in this instRnce had no such 

cl aim. 

This decision does not preclude a landlord's right to enter an 

apartment for other limited reasons (usually noted in the rentee's contract). 

(Broadcast April 2, 1981 at 10:00 a.m.) 
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INTRODUCTION 

PERSONNEL TESTING PROGRAr1 

By III.C. Hain, ,Jr. 
Director of Public Safety 

Soartanbur9, S.C. ' 

C!/ 

The City of Spartanburq Police and Fire Departments are under Civil 

Service. ~Jhen we asked the Civil Service Commissioners about' developing 

testing procedures, they were all in favor and they met with the Selection 

Consulting Center representative, Kenneth Krueger and Associates. Th~d 

firm expanded and improved our testing procedures to me~t changes in 

hiring and promotional procedures. 

PHYSICAC-ifSTING 

The Spartanburg City Police Deoartment's Physical Performance Test 

was prepared by Selection Consultin!;! Center and the Do\jice officers them

selves. This test was desi~ned to simUlate what an officer might have t6 

do during his tour of duty. 

The test is broken into 4 cate~ories. 

Number One is a 165 yard run/obstacle course to simUlate phasing a suspect 

f)eeing a crime scene on foot, running around houses, ditches, under fences, 

over ga~"bage cans, and anything else the suspect may use to s19.W the 
I;! 

officer down. 

Number Two is a drag rescue. This simulates a situation in which an 

officer has come upon someone unconscious, or an object laying in the toad 

that would weigh about 130 lbs. with the objective that the offJcer drag 
c-

the person/object 30 feet. 

Number Three is a fence climb. This simulates a ~ituation in which an 

offi cer in foot pursui t \A/oul d have to cl imb over a fence or .a wa 11 to con

tinue his foot pursuit. The wallis eight feet wide, 'six feet hi£1h, and 
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six feet across at the bo~tom. 

Number Four is a balance beam walk. lhis simulates a situation where 

an officer has to cross a creek or ravine and needs to be abie to maintain 

his/her balance. This beam is ten feet in length, and four i~ches in width 

and is twenty-one inches off of the around. 

This physical performance test surprised us; some of the older officers' 

did better than the younqer officers. 

ENTRY AND PRO~(lTI ONAL EXAM 

The written entry and promotional exam recommended by the Selection 

Consulting Center was adopted for use by the Spnrtanbur9 City Police Depart

ment. This test relates to what our officers must explain in their written 

reports and statements. This test helps us to find out if an apolicant can 

relate to written directions and instructions, and what he will do in 

certain situations. Nothing 1.n the test reouires previous police 

training to answer correctly. 

The oral interview recolmlended by Selection Consulting Center was 

adooted for use by our department. This interview involves four broad, 

separate steps: 

1. Completely describing the job in question. 

2. Gathering information and data about the applicant. 

3. Evaluating and comparing applicant qualifications with the 
description of the job to be filled. 

4. Makino a oredictfon about the future behavior of the applicant 
on the .job. 

The oral interview helps the Civil Service Commissioners in their 

selection n-F ;111 aDolicant h" tpllinn them what to look for in an applicant's 

answers an'd'in his oanlduct as he responds. 
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Introduction 

There is no questioning of the value of the two categories of 

learning which we generally label Ueducation" and "training. 1I 

That which we generally label as lIeducation" has an identifiable 

content) consisting of the knowledge organized in various fields, such 

as mathematics, biology, literature and so on. Our learning from these 

knowledge fields~ or disciplines, provides us with useful concepts that 

help us better understand the world in which we find ourselves. The 

value of this undet~standing is attractively described by historians when 

they suggest that an understanding of their subject prevents us from re-

1 iving the mistakes of the past. All discipl ines make decl arations of 

their worth, and you can entertain yourself by seeing how many dis-

ci pl i nes I slogans you canreca 11 . 

'Training' is generally characterized as developing highly parti

cular skills. The emphasis on achieving specific results is often a 

basis for asserting greater merit for training than the more nebulous 

"education. 1I The promise that completion of .an instructional sequence 

will make the trainee able to perform a particular task is thought to be 

highly motivating. 

These two categories of learning are only a small part of the 

potential array, however. The work most people undertake clearly 

requires more than just a thorough understanding of things, and much 

more than the abil ity to perform a particular feat on command. The 

middle ground between these admittedly narrow definitions of education 

and training consists of the processes empl'oyed in selecting courses of 

action (from a repertoire acquired through training and experience) 

which seem appropriate to the circumstances (as concepts acquired through 

education permit us to understand it). ~e length of time spent in this 
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mi ddl e range may be 'qu i te long or very short; for want of a better name, 

we call it the problem - solving/decision - making process. It 1's the 

thinking which precedes action, the crucia'J time during which we have 

the opportunity to use our best understanding to help us ch06se the 

skills we will employ. It would not be very inaccurate to call it 

simply thi nki ng, 

It is amazing how little time is devoted to the development of 

well-organized patterns of thinking. Our public school days are con

centrated mostly on subject learning, with little attention given, until 

recently, to "subject thinking.1I By studying a little science, for 

h Ii',' t'f' .. example, it was thought that our thinking would get somewat '1:'';len 1 lC, 

though how that was supposed to happen was usually unclear. Mathematics, 

and Latin, were promoted as methods of 'disciplining the mind,' until 

efforts were made to help students better understand a mathematician 

way of solving problems, This effort is the birthplace of "modern 

math," Perhaps no other event so exemplifies our lack of interest in 

promoti ng organ; zed thi nki ng as the present-day status of logic. Once a 

requirement, and a central component of required courses of study at the 

secondary as well as college level, it now is just an elective taught in 

rather esoteric fashion to students probably unable to find another 

course in that time period. 

Training too usually overlooks the subject of thinking by beginning 

at the point where a particular action is called for and then preparing 

the trainee to correctly perform it. For the person placed in a situation 

where particular actions can be anticipated, or where cues to perform 

are clearly signalled, such training may be adequate. Difficulties 

develop when the situation becomes confused, the cues get contradictory, 

or the situation changes, making a formerly appropriate action useless. 
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Clearly, some situations have a higher likelihood of these problems 

than others, And it would' be encouraging to believe that education as 

we know it would satisfactorily prepare us to change our rel iance from 

inappropriate to appropriate actions as circumstances change. There is 

growing concern that this does not, reliably occur, however, it is clear 
-',I ~ .. t~, 

that some professional fields have worked out the relationship between 

training and education. The practice of medicine, fitting together a 

pattern of symptoms into a diagnosis leading to ~:>tr.eatment decisien, is 

one such example, 

With these thoughts in mind, it is interesting to think about the 

preparation of 1 aw enforcement personnel 'for thei r occupati on, and the 
-

kinds of problems which seem most common in the field. It seems readily 

apparent that the problems do not emanate mainly from officers' inability 

to perform a particular action correctly, although such failures do 

occur. Instead, it appears that most problems develop from taking an 

aetton whIch was wrong for the circumstances. 

thinking. 

I' '/ 

In short, doing poor 
/1 

Dealing with this problem is not simple. Most people rely on 

thought processes that they may not even comprehend. Si nca~,few of us 

were overtly taught effectiv,e patterns for thinking, we have developed 

idiosyncratic problem-solving processes. These processes may be highly 

intellectual or entirely visceral; they may be objective or intuitive. 

Interwoven with personality, they may be too strongly ego-centered to be 

discussed, let alone improved. In the materia] which follows, we review 

the history of problem-solving/decision-making as a subject of study and 

speculation. We then offer as a model the lI eclectic" approach adopted 

for this training. Finally, we provide a number of illustrations to 

suggest what good problem-solving/decision making might look like in 
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practice, at the line officer's level, or to show some of the content of 

the training program which evolved from these thoughts. A. summary of 

C recent relevant research discussing the u~efulness of problem-solving/ 

decision-m~king training follows these illustrations, along with some 

concluding remarks. 

PERSPECTIVES ON PROBLEM-SOLVI~G/OECISION-~lP.KING: A BRIEF SURVEY 

In the fol jQwing narrative the term "Pr'oblem-Solvingn will be 

abreviated PS and will mean the process of attempting to reach a 

goal, resolve a difficulty, or satisfy a need by me,ans of maki!1g a 

logically interrelated group or sel"i,es of decisions. The tl;rm nOeci

sion-t~akingn will be abbreviated OM and will mean the process of choo$

ing a 'course of action from a set of alternative possible courses or

action. When the entire phrase "Problem-Solving and Decision-·Makingn is 

meant, the abbrevi ati on PS/DM will be emp'l oyed. 

Thinkers great and small have been wrestling with topics related to 

PS/DM since at least the fifth century B.C. A survey of their ideas and 

insights will be useful in constructing a framework for the development 

of an eclectic, inderdisicplinary model of PS/DM. 

Such a model should attempt to overcome the major deficiencies of 

previous theories and models, while also borrowing freely from many of 

them. The theories/approaches considered will be cla.ssified under five 

main groupings: 

A. Philosophical approaches 
B. Psychological approaches 
C. Probabilistic approaches 
D. Information/systems approaches 
E. Other approaches. 

A. Philospohical Approaches. 

The oldest explicit attempt to understand the nature of human 

thought is Philosophy. It is the great achievement of Plato. and es-
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peci'ally of Aristotle, to atteinpt to ,organiie philosophy into a 

coherent conceptual framework. It was Aristotle, Plato's student, who 

signaled the radical departure from mythology and intuitionism which has 

still not been fully internalized by some branches of W~~ternculture. 

For Plato, intuition was supreme, and provided the very premises on 

which logic must operate in attempting to understand the facts. For 

Aristotle however, intuition became merely an aid to reason, and sub-

ordinate to logic and fact. 

The subsequent history of philosophy has consisted larg~ly of the 

working out of these disagreements between Plato and Aristotle. The 
',' 

most viable modern compromise between the ~wo is Pragmatism. Rather 

than. considering either the logically explained fact (Aristotle) or the 

brilliantly intuited concept (Plato) as ~~~ basic building block of 

human intellectual. progress, pragmatism asserts that progress occurs 

through the solving of problems, which has both a factual and a conceptual 

~omponent. According to pt'agmatism, problems are solved by generating 

and testing alternative courses of action, much as scientists ,generate 

and test alternative hypotheses. 

B. Psychological Approaches. 

Psychology, like philosophy, began with the acient Greeks. Ar

istotle played a similar role here to his role in the history of phil

osophy, by organizing some previously intuitive views p~rtly derived 

from Plato into a formal doctrine. The cornerstone of this doctrine was 

the view that cl5rtain high-level gen/aral concepts called the categories 

of thought are innately embedded in the hUman mind. Without these 

categories Aristotle believed that thought, r~asoning, and even 

language would be impossible. 
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The search for innate concepts, thought patterns, or intellectual/ 

conceptual structures has continued to the present day. However, modern 

psychology has increasingly turned away from introspective methods and 

toward more empirical techniques such as the direct observation of 

ove~~t behavior. The price one pays by limiting oneself to this approach 

in the study of PS/DM is that behaviorism cannot study mental processes, 

but only their beginnings (stimu11) and outcomes (responses or behaviors). 

In studying PS/DM psychologically one must also consider such theories 

as gestaltism, which investigates the process of switching from one 

perceptual or conceptual framework to another. For instance, consider 

the following diagram: 

What do you see, a bird u ;~~bit; and how easily can you switch back 

and forth betwen the two? Can you see both at the same time? Gesta1tists 

believe that understanding the cueing process governing the switch from 

one framework to another could shed considerable light on the PS/DM 

process. 

Learning theory is another brance of psychology which offers a 

useful perspective on PS/DM. The challenge to learning theory will be 

to study not only how people learn overt behaviors, but also to dis

cover how peopl e 1 earn to thin~. 

C. Probabilistic Approaches. 

It has been maintained that the appropriate deployment of mathematical 

probability theory can offer a quantitative approach to PS/DM. The 

first attempts to carry out this program date to the early eighteenth 

. '" .. 
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century. However until the twentieth century probability theory dealt 

mainly with deductive problems which could be fully defined in advance 

and admitted of .Qllll..one solution. 
-~\~d' ." 

Bayesian probability theory provides one way of recognizing the 

crucial roles of both experience and hopotheses in the solving of in

ductive problems. By assigning probability estimates to hypotheses 

prior to testing and creating a mechanism for the variation of these 

probabilities as new data are discovered, Bayes provided a much more 

realistic model of the actual thought precesses of successful hu~an 

decision-make~s and problem-solvers. 

The twentieth century's unique contributions to the histoty of 

probabi1istil: techniques for PS/DM are game theory and decision theory. 

These developed out of the attempt to undarstand economic rationality as 

well as to formalize the thought processes involved .in war games such as· 

those constructed by the brain trust of World War II. 

D. Information/Systems Approaches. 

The twentieth century has also witnessed the rise of the digital 

computer. which canaccompl ish complex manipulations of information on a 

vast scale in an incredibly short time. However. the modern computer 

must be com;:letely programmed in advance, and cannot operate on information 

.';'that has not been entered into its mechanical "memory" in a completely 

clear, unambiguous form. Therefore as a decision .. maker or problem-

. sol ver it can only consider hypotheses fully stateabl en in advance, 

al though it can be programmed to "change its mind" very rapidly on the. 

basis of new lnformation. This is how the computer can 1I1earnu to beat 

C competent pl ayers at compl ex games such as chess. In addi ti on the 

computer can be a valuable aid to hUman learners and decision-makers 

because of the accuracy of its Ilmemory" and the rapid feedback it can 

provide. 
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Insightful thinking about concepts such as information and feed

back has produced the modern dicipline of systems analysis. The basic 

concepts of this dicipline are illustrated in the following chart: 

( INPUT }- ~t PROCESS 1 :SUTPUT] 

~ * feedback -~----,---
By linking several such loops together in chains or tree-like struc-

tLlres, very compl ex patterns of thought can be constructed. Computers 

could go through all the steps in these patterns with eyebl inking rap

idity, while humans cannot. However, humans can be taught useful techniques 

of PS/DM by encouraging them to organize information 'Into similar patterns. 

E. Other Appro'dches 

There are many other approaches to PS/DM. Each person develops 

his/her own styles and patterns of thinking. However, there are cer

tain very basic principles and steps which must be followed by anyone 

who hopes to be successful in PS/DM. These are all pr~sent in the 
I',' 

eclectric/inderdisciplinary model advocated by the authors. 

Recent Relevant Research 

There has been considerable interest in the problem solving process 

in the past, as the Brief Survey demonstrates. In the past two decades 

a great deal of empirical research has been done, much of it focusing on 

cognitive processes (Bloom, et.al., 1956), group communication/ dynamics 

(Bale, Carkuff, Simon), and group decision-making. More recE;!l)tly, the 

relationship of problem-solving to physiological health has become a 
" production line of inquiry, uniting the work,on decision-making/ problem 

solving with the research on stress (Selye, 1956). 

Certain recent occupations and projects provided opportunities for 

studies relevant to 1aw enforcement. Among the earliest and most 

interesting of these is the manned space program, which offered unusual 
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opportunities to observe PS/DM under h1gh stre~s circumstances. Ruff 

and Korchin (1964) studied the performance of tne Project Mercury as-
/' 1_: 

tronauts intensively, conducting tests that couJd probably not be 

dupl i cated for compl ex; ty or ;ntensi ty. Based on measured performances 

under demanding conditions (such as simulated flight at 65,000 feet in a 

"surprise" faulty pressure suit); Ruff and Korchim actually nbticed 

performance improvement. Sl'mulat,' 1 d on p,aye a central role in Mercury 

personnel preparation and, helped to produce good thinking practice. One 

astronaut, using non-psychological language, clearlj( stated the behavior 

PS/DM seeks to promote: D 

Hin/tight,situations you have to stop, take stock, decide what 
you re go, ng to do, and go ahead and do it. II 

The same officer, describing the type of desired preparation prior to 

his flight, wanted to learnll ... a rational selection of possible 

courses of action. Considering these courses ahead of time diminishes 

anxiety," and mistakes he might have added. 

The astronaut's adm09ishment to "stop (and) take stock" is supported 

by psychological research on the relations:}{ip between the speed of 

reactions and the likelihood of choosing a good course of action. 

Renewed interest in thi's subject is thought to have stemmed from work by 

W. E. Hick in 1952 (Broadbent, '1971) and subsequent important work in 

the sixties. Error at b d '" res, or a j~ecisions, were much more frequent 

when reaction time was short. ~Act'jng on an insufficient amount of 

information is thought to be the cuase of the high frequency of error. 

It may also be that rapid ~ecisions depend too heavily on visceral/ 

intuitive/emotional inputs, a dangerous dependency in the field of law 

enforcement. 
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There is a clearly evident component of creativity in problem: 

solving/decision-making. Limits to creativity have been given various 

names, and take a variety of forms. Holyman and Klein (1956) investigated 

the effects of self-imposed limits of attention, called "focusing-
'J 

scanning." Limiting information by only looking at a relatively sm a 1'1 

number of details (the nonfocuser) usually misestimates the problem. 

Field dependence-independence, studies by Witkin and his associates 

(1954), used tests now famil iar, such as the Embedded Figures Test. 

"Field-dependent" people (who performed less well on this,test), tended 

to be characterized by "passivity in dealing with the environment, ... 

fear of their own impulses, together with poor control over them 

(emphasis added), and a lack of self-esteem, among other characteristics," 

(Torrance, 1965) not qualities generally sought in a police officer. 

Torrance has examined the creative aspect of the PS/DM proc~ss 

extensively. He relys heavily on the dichotomous concepts of ~onvergent 

vs. divergent thinking. Each has value; convergent thinking assumes a 

~roblem has a single correct solution, or best solution, or approved. 

solution. Persons characterized by convergent thinking (Guilford, 1960) 

tended to be less successful at problem-solving, and inhibited parti

cularly by fear (Dowis & Diethelm). Again, logic suggests that conver

gent thinking is most appropriate for certain types of tasks. Knowing 

when to be "convergent" would be extremely useful. 

Divergence represents the opposite PS/DM approach. Divergent 

thinkers seek to identify a variety of IIpossible" solutions. It is 

~learly an essential attribute if one is to have choices about how to 

solve problems. Impulsiveness may be a characteristic of divergent 

thi nkers. 
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Subsequent work by Torrance focused on evaluative thinking, neces

sary to the testing of aternatives. In general, these qualities of 

thought clearly are relevant to police work, made up as it is with 

wildly vary'lng degrees of dreary routine and the totally unexpected. 

Recent work by Baddeley (1972) suggests that danger affects performance 

bY. focusing attention more narrowly. This could have the effect of mak11ng 

the person who senses danger less "realistic ll , therefore a poorer decision

maker .. From the differences. noted in individual reactions to job demands 

has developed the study of lIerrJonomic ll aspects of work and productivity. 

As this area develops, it will move more toward the study of the psy

chological as well as the physiological IIfit" oJ the employee to his 

job. In applying the findings of research on problem-s~lving to practical 

circumstances, the U.S. Air Force has made serious efforts. Particular 

attention in the PS/Qt1 Program to the work of Klein and Weitzenfeld 

(1978), which sought to improw; skill s II ... for Solving III Defined 

Problems. II Designing experiences to promote the development of these 

skills, the authors ca'lled for more opportunities for modeling problem

solving behaviors, using analogies more effectively, and a variety of 

other experiences reflected in our "eclectic" model's steps. 

Conclusion C 

From the research, both historic and current, it seems useful to 

seek to improve PS/DH through specially designed experiences. The 

benefits projected seemed worthwhil e. The observed resul ts seem to bear 

out these projections. The value of such training in law enforcement 

seems obvious. It also appears that further work in t.his area will have 

important direct results: 

1) a reduction in stress through more realistic preparation 
(simulation), 

2) better II fits " between people and their jobs; 
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3) a clearer idea of the type of thinking that seems to make 
officers most productive. 
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APPENDIX'B 

The figure below represents a flat piece of 

material. It must be cut into fo~ur exactlY 
'. 

equal-sized pieces of exactly the same shane. 

All cuts must be straight lin~s. Based on 

these requirements, outline the four pieces 

you would make from this material. 

~--------r-------__ ~ 
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I Once upon a tlme in the an~'~ent kingdom of Problemia, there was a 

. I 
handsome young prince ca'lled Solutio. The prince was engaged to ,marry 

the fair princess Brainstorm of the neighboring kingdom of Decisia. 

Never having met. the princess,. the prince was travel ingin'co,@nito to 

present her with a golden belt of great value. 

Solutio had been on the road less than a day when he ·was captur'E~d 

by a band of brigands led by the notorious outlaw Mind Set. The brigands 

he 1 d Sol uti 0 for ransom and sent a messenger to the ki ng. Meanwhile 

Mind Set asked the prince fora token of the king's good faith. IIAll I 

have is this golden belt,1I said Solutio, lIand it is a gift for the fair 

princess Brainstorm. 1I IIGive it to me," growled Mind Set. IINo,1I said 

the prince,'"JIII'll pay you one ring of the belt every day until the 

ransom arrives, but then yOU must give all the rings back,1I nOh, alright,!! / 

I,said Mind Set, whose mind was still set on having both the belt and the 

ransom. 

Ten days went -by, and the ransom did not arrive. Now the brigands 

had all ten rings. But Soluti'5, being a clever problem" solver, had made 

the minimum number of cuts in the belt. 

That night the king's soldiers drove off the brigands, rescued 

Solutio, and retrieved the gold rings. The prince easily reassembled 

the' belt. Everyone lived happily ever after, and the golden belt is 

still cherished by the descendants of Solutio 'and Brainstorm. The story 
I::; 

of the golden belt is still told to this day. 

In order to become king of the recently combined kingdom of Pro-

blemia-Decisia, it is necessary to answer the following question correctly, 

and explain the answer: I) 

"How many rings did Solutio have to cut in order to pay Mind Set 

one ring per day?n 
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APPENDIX 0-2 

Could you become king of Problemia-Decisia? 

question. .A picture of the bel t is below: 
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APPENDIY( C 

f\ CENERP.LIZED rmDEL OF PROBLE~-S()LVIN(1 AND DECISION-~AKINr, 

Conceptualizin9 the Problem 
1.1. P.ssessin~ the Problem 

1.1 .J. Separati nq Compound Problems 
1. 1';((-2 ... , DefininQ/Describ;n~ COin!-,>onent Problems 
1.1.3. Prioritizing Comoonent Problems 
1.1.4 .. Assessinq Time and ~esources 

1.2; Develooina Information ' 
1.2.1." Observino Relevant Details 
1.2.2. Uiinp Re~evant Analogies 
1.2.3. Identifvina Information Gaps 
1.2.4. 0bserving Subtle Clues and Cues 
1.2.5. Findino Patterns 
1.2.6. Termih~tinp the Information Search 

1.3. Redefining or Redescribinq the Problem 
1.3.1 Synthesizing Id~as and Information 
1.3.2. Reconstructina Events or Situations 

1.4. Developing Goals and nbjectiy~s ,,,_,_ 
1 . 4.1 . I dent i fyi ng Des i rab 1 @ Outcomes 
1.4.2. Prioritizing Desirable Outcomes 

Develooina a Plan of Action 
2.1. Generatina Alternative Plans 

2.1.1." Recopnizin9 and Minlmizino Mind-Set 
2.1.2. Brainstorminp Effectively 
2.1.3. Develooing Prel iminary Plans 

,;2.1.4. Clarifvina ftvailable Alternatives 
2.2. Testina Alternatives .' 

2.2.1..' Recoanizinn Parameters and Constraints 
2.2.2. Sped f.Yin~ 'Criteria 
2.2.3. Eliminating Irrelevant Constraints 

2.3. Selecting Preferred Plan 
2.3.1. Comparina Alternatives 
2.3.2. Eliminating Clearly Undesirable/Unfeasible Alternatives 
2.3.3. Retestina ftlternat1ves 
2.3.4. Selectino Preferred ftlternative(s) 

ImD1emt~lltinq the Plan of Action 
3. i.bevelopinga Detailed Plan 

3.1.1. Seauencina Activities 
3.1.2. Establishing Check Points 
3.1.3. Developin~ Contin~ency Pla.ns 
3.1.4. CoordinatinCl Task ft.ssi9nments 

3.2. Taking Action c 
3.2.1. Followinf! Specified Seouence .. 
3.2.2. Using Internal Evaluation and Feedback Processes 
3. 2. 3. ( If Neces sa ry) Repeatin q, Rev i s tno, or Cmitt i nf.! Ste!1s 

Evaluating Outcomes ' 
4.1. Evaluatinq Attainment of Goals/Obiectives 
4 .. 2. Evaluatinn Solution of Prop]eM " 

4.2.'k. Determining Nhether Problem was Correctl.V Identified 
4.2.2.' Determi ni n9 14hether Problem has Changed 

4.3. Deci di nq Hhether to Re-enter the Prob 1 em.., $0 l:'(1n9 Process 
4.4. Final Debriefing· . c:?,Y 

4.4·.1. Conducting a Concludinr Revie\rJ cdr Overview 
4.4.2. Revisl'/ino the Problem-Solving Process Itself. 
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